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ABOUT THIS BULLETIN
This bulletin was prepared on the basis of the best
information available at the time of publication.
The University reserves the right to change tuition,
fees, course offerings, regulations, and admission
and graduation requirements at any time without
prior notice. Supplements issued between bulletins
offer information on changes that have occurred
during those periods. Students should also consult
official Law School bulletin boards for changes.
This bulletin supersedes all previous bulletins.

STATEMENT OF NON-DISCRIMINATION
Yeshiva University is committed to a policy of equal
opportunity and nondiscrimination in admission
and all other facets of its educational programs
and activities. In accordance with the requirements
of the Assocation of American Law Schools and
the American Bar Association, which serve as the
accrediting agencies of law schools, as well as the
human rights law applicable to schools, the
Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law adheres to the
following statement:

Academic rules and regulations, in addition to those
stated in this bulletin, relating to Cardozo School
of Law and binding on students, are set forth in the
Cardozo Student Handbook, available to students
on request and at registration. Rules and regula
tions in the Student Handbook are incorporated
by reference into this bulletin.

All decisions with regard to students are based on
equitable and equally applied standards of excel
lence and all programs involving students are
administered without regard to race, religion, creed,
color, national origin, sex, age, disability, veteran or
disabled veteran status, marital status, sexual ori
entation, or citizenship status as those terms are
used in the law. In addition, this policy is designed
to maintain an academic environment free of sex
ual harassment and intimidation.

ACCREDITATION
Cardozo School of Law was chartered in 1974
and its Juris Doctor curriculum was registered with
and approved by the New York State Education
Department in April 1976, Its Master of Laws pro
grams were registered with and approved by the
New York State Education Department in April
1998. The Juris Doctor curriculum is designed to
meet the requirements of the Rules for Admission
of Attorneys and Counselors of Law promulgated
by the New York State Court of Appeals, and both
the Juris Doctor and Master of Laws curricula com
ply with the standards and rules of the American
Bar Association and the Association of American
Law schools regarding law schools and law study.
Cardozo is fully accredited by the American Bar
Association and is a member of the Association of
American Law Schools,
Yeshiva University is accredited by the Com
mission on Higher Education of the Middle States
Association of Colleges and Schools, and the fol
lowing programs by the appropriate professional
agencies: the program in medicine, by the Liaison
Committee on Medical Education of the American
Medical Association and the Association of
American Medical Colleges: the program in clinical
psychology, by the American Psychological
Association; the program in law, by the American
Bar Association; the program in social work, by
the Council on Social Work Education; the pro
grams in Jewish education, by the Association of
Institutions of Higher Learning for Jewish Edu
cation and the National Board of License for
Hebrew Teachers.

DIRECTORY
All inquiries should be directed to offices below at
the following address:
Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law
Yeshiva University
Brookdale Center
55 Fifth Avenue
N e w Y o rk , N Y 10003-4391
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The Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law is a dynamic and accomplished institu
tion. The School has made extraordinary strides since its founding in 1976—indeed,
it is remarkable that a school so young has been so successful and is so well-estab
lished. The faculty is talented, productive, and well-known; Cardozo alumni are rep
resented throughout the legal profession and include many who are making their
mark on the world; an able and diverse student body is drawn from across the
country; and life at the Law School is stimulating and full of activity.
Since Cardozo opened its doors, at least three things have remained constant.
One is the tremendous intellectual and professional ambition of the professors and
students who work and learn here. This is reflected in the faculty’s scholarship,
how classes are taught, the School’s numerous publications, its relationships with other
parts of Yeshiva University and other educational institutions, the frequent symposia
and lectures, and in countless other ways.
The second is Cardozo's particular approach to the study of law, balancing a scholarly
exploration of the theory of law and legal institutions with professional training in the
doctrinal knowledge and practical skills needed to practice law effectively. Cardozo’s
character and goals are a natural legacy from its parent, Yeshiva University, with its rich
history and commitment to ethics and humanistic and intellectual values and the cen
trality of law in the Jewish tradition.
Third, the Law School is constantly evolving. Cardozo is a school in motion, charac
terized by a freshness of mind and openness to new ideas.
Cardozo has a commitment to a particular style of education that seeks to blend the
ory and practice: exposing students both to the abstractions, intellectual and ethical
conundrums, and overarching theories of the American legal system and to the concrete
skills and values they need to be first-rate attorneys. This translates into an extremely
broad and diverse curriculum, ranging from all the standard subjects of legal education,
through a variety of specialized or interdisciplinary seminars, to explorations of cuttingedge developments in specific areas. In each, professors explore both the substantive
doctrines of the particular subject and its theoretical underpinnings.
A broad range of courses is augmented by the lawyering curriculum, which teaches
the legal skills needed in the courtroom, in the conference room, and with clients.
These include required writing courses, numerous upper-level electives using simula
tions to teach litigation skills or transactional lawyering, drafting seminars, the five stu-
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fessor may be found teaching pre-trial practice one day
and a seminar on Plato’s Laws the next; another easily
moves from a brass-tacks bankruptcy course to a semi
nar on Hegel; and so on. Each endeavor is informed and
enriched by the other.
One of the most striking characteristics of the
Cardozo faculty is the quantity and quality of its publi
cations. In a recent study, the Cardozo faculty ranked
15th in the nation in its rate of publication in the 20 most
cited legal journals. Equally notable is the breadth of this
dent-edited journals, and the Moot Court Honor Society.

scholarly activity and the fact that virtually the entire

Cardozo boasts one of the most extensive in-house clinical

faculty publishes regularly.

programs in the country. Under the supervision of Barry

At the same time, the faculty consists of dedicated

Scheck, director of clinical education, Cardozo supports

and talented classroom teachers. Faculty doors are open,

six in-house, client-based clinics. They are supplemented

and faculty/student interaction extends far outside the

by a long list of externships and outside clinics, including

classroom.

judicial clerkships.
In short, the educational program is extraordinarily
rich, varied, and complete.

Because of its location and reputation, Cardozo can
and does tap into a tremendous pool of talent for adjunct
faculty. Each semester, approximately two dozen adjunct-

Perhaps Cardozo's greatest asset is its faculty. Members

taught courses are offered in a variety of specialized areas.

of the faculty have diverse backgrounds and interests, but

Law school is much more than the classroom, and the

are united by a common commitment to teaching and

services and resources offered go far beyond formal

scholarship, an extraordinary intellectual ambition, and
a striking record of accomplishment.
About two-thirds of Cardozo’s professors have done
graduate work in addition to obtaining a law degree; about
one-half have a graduate degree in a field other than law;
nine hold Ph.D.s. At the same time, almost all of the fac
ulty worked as practicing lawyers before entering teach
ing. The world of the law firm, the Department of
Justice, or the public interest advocate is also the world
of the Cardozo faculty. Thus, many individual Cardozo
professors bridge the theory/practice gap. So one pro

instruction. The library is the School's center for student
and faculty research; and the Center for Professional De
velopment and the Office of Student Services are avail
able for advice and assistance.
People at Cardozo often boast that "Greenwich Village
is our campus.'1Cardozo is blessed in its location, in the
middle of one of the most stimulating and culturally rich
neighborhoods in the nation’s most stimulating and cul
turally rich city.
The truly essential part of any law school is the stu
dent body. At Cardozo, it is a diverse and impressive group.
A typical entering class includes graduates from well
over 100 colleges, from states across the country and sev
eral foreign countries. Approximately 20 percent of the
class consists of members of minority groups and about
the same percentage is returning to school after spend
ing time in the working world. In addition, those stu
dents seeking an LL.M. degree—many of whom receive
their legal training abroad—bring distinctive experiences
and insights to the mix. It is the students who really
make the school go, through their work on journals, par
ticipation in some three dozen organizations, and the
informal and enriching interactions among themselves.
Cardozo School of Law is a vibrant and special institu
tion. Although American law schools share many surface
similarities—in courses, requirements, and approaches—
they are not all identical. In the pages that follow, we hope
you will get a sense of Cardozo's unique character and
particular strengths.
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B E N J A M IN N A T H A N C A R D O Z O

Benjamin N. Cardozo (1870-1938) is
famed for his outstanding work as a
jurist. His integrity and brilliance

allowed him to produc e extraordinary
R l,
analysis, elegant opinions, and a <reative philosophy ol law notable tor
social consciousness in reconciling
precedent and innovation.
After 23 years in private practice in New York City,
Cardozo was elected in 1913 to the New York Supreme
Court. Only weeks later, the Governor designated him a
temporary member of the New York State Court of Appeals,
the state's highest judicial body. In 1917, he was formally
elected to that court; he became Chief Judge in 1926. Six
years later, President Herbert Hoover appointed Cardozo to
the Supreme Court of the United States, where he served as
an Associate Justice until his death in 1938.
During his years on the New York State Court of Appeals,
Cardozo was the nation’s best known and most admired
state court judge. He added to his reputation through highly
acclaimed off-the-bench writings, of which the most impor
tant, The Nature of the Judicial Process (1920), remains a
seminal work of American jurisprudence. His appointment
to the Supreme Court was, from a political point of view, all
wrong, but reflected a rare national unanimity as to merit.
Although on the Supreme Court for only six years, Cardozo
proved an influential and far-sighted Justice. An inimitable
stylist, Cardozo wrote opinions that spoke, and still speak,
powerfully of the pursuit of justice, attention to purpose,
and the proper role of the judge.
In 1935, in his third year on the Supreme Court, Ben
jamin Cardozo received the honorary degree of Doctor of
Humane Letters at the Fourth Annual Commencement of
Yeshiva College. It was natural that some 40 years later,
when Yeshiva University established its law school, it
should name the school after Justice Cardozo, a man
revered by bench and bar, and universally esteemed by the
nation and its Jewish community. The School is founded on
the values he cherished and ideals he served.

A Cardozo education provides a challenging and stimulating intellectual
experience, a rigorous foundation in fundamental legal concepts, expo
sure to the knotty and concrete problems encountered by practicing
lawyers, and an opportunity for students with widely different substan
tive and professional interests to pursue studies they consider important.
THE FIRST YEAR The first-year curriculum lays the foundation for

achieving these complementary and overlapping goals. The program intro
duces fundamental legal concepts through a set of bedrock courses. T hreeCivil Procedure, Contracts, and Legal Research and Writing—run for the
entire year. In the first half of the fall semester, students take Elements of
Law, a 2-credit foundational course that provides analytic tools and explores
issues of legal method independent of any particular subject area. Upon
completing Elements, students begin Property, which continues through the
spring semester. Tbrts is taught as a 4-credit course in the fall semester. In
the spring, in addition to the ongoing courses, students take Criminal Law
and Constitutional Law.
This carefully constructed balance of shorter and longer courses provides
variety and progression as well as stability and depth. The fall semester is
strongly oriented toward private law and the relations among
persons; the government looms larger in the second semester,
with the addition of Constitutional Law and Criminal Law. Torts,
which is about private, civil wrongs, flows naturally into Criminal
Law, which is about public, criminal ones. Thus, the first-year
curriculum introduces students to fundamental concepts and
doctrines in a coherent and engaging format.
UPPER LEVEL Cardozo's upper-level curriculum is extraordi

narily rich and varied. The School’s size, coupled with the large
body of talented adjunct professors, allows a broad range of courses, both intro
ductory and advanced, in all aspects of legal practice and study. Upper-level
students will find more than ample opportunity to pursue the breadth, or
depth, of study that suits them. Pages 10 and 11 lay out the various areas of
specialization that are possible.

In addition, Cardozo stu

in a year-long seminar, limited to LL.M. students, that

dents can take courses for

examines cutting-edge issues and is a forum for student

credit in other parts of

presentations based on their thesis research.

Yeshiva University, and can

The General LL.M. Program's great attraction is its

also take one law-related grad

flexibility. Students design their own curriculum in

uate course per semester,

keeping with their specific goals and interests. Can

for credit, at the neighbor

didates for the General LL.M. are not required to declare

ing New School University.

a particular specialty and can craft a program specific to

In the three years they

their goals.

spend at Cardozo, virtually all students pursue at least
one clinical or externship experience, learning by doing,
outside the classroom. These opportunities are
described in the section "The Lawyering Curriculum."

JOINT DEGREES

Cardozo offers several programs

whereby Yeshiva University students can obtain a J.D. and
another degree in less time than it would take to earn each
separately. Yeshiva University undergraduates can obtain

GRADUATE PROGRAMS Cardozo offers Master of Laws

a Bachelor's Degree and the J.D. in six years by attending

(LL.M.) degrees in Intellectual Property Law and in

Cardozo during the summers before and after their

General Studies. Both are 24-credit programs open to

senior year. A formal joint degree program between

graduates of American and foreign law schools and can

Cardozo and the Wurzweiler School of Social Work allows

be taken full- or part-time. Pursuing an LL.M. allows

students to earn the J.D. and the M.S.W. in four years of

graduates of American law schools to achieve a genuine

study by counting certain courses at each school toward

mastery of a field that simply is not possible through the

both degrees. On a case-by-case basis, Cardozo will count

more generalized J.D. program. For graduates of foreign

courses taken at the Rabbi Isaac Elchanan Theological

law schools, the LL.M. is an introduction to the doctrines

Seminary and the Ferkauf Graduate School of Psychol

and institutions of American law and an important foun

ogy toward the J.D.

dation for an American practice or an academic career.

Under informal arrangements with the neighboring

Cardozo's extensive offerings in the area of intellectual

New School University, students can obtain their J.D.

property (IP) include basic and advanced offerings in

simultaneously with a Master of Arts degree in Eco

each of the three major IP areas—copyright, trademark,

nomics, Philosophy, Political Science, or Sociology at the

and patent—as well as numerous courses in the related

New School's Graduate Faculty or a Master of Science

areas of communications and entertainment. At least 10

degree at the Milano School of Management.

of the 24 required credits must be in IP courses other than
the basic courses. Students pursuing the Intellectual

Further information on LL.M. and joint degree programs is

Property LL.M. are eligible for internships and participate

available from the Admissions Office.
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CORPORATE, COMMERCIAL &
SECURITIES LAW

Advanced Bankruptcy
Advanced Contracts
Advanced Secured Transactions
Antitrust
Banking Law
Bankruptcy Practice (Summer Institute)
Bankruptcy Reorganization: Chapter XI
Business Ibrts
Commercial Law
Contracts
Corporate Finance
Corporate Finance Drafting
Corporate Tkx
Corporations/Corporate Accounting
Debtors’ fir Creditors’ Rights
Franchising Law
Insurance Law
International Business Transactions
(Summer Institute)
International Mergers fir Aquisitions
International Trade fir Investment
Mergers fir Aquisitions
Public Offerings
Regulation of Investment Companies
Securities Regulation
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
& GOVERNMENT

Administrative Law
American Legal History
Bondage, Freedom fir the Constitution
Comparative Constitutionalism
Comparative Free Speech
Conflicts of Laws
The Constitution fir the Conduct of
US Foreign Affairs
Constitutional Decision Making
Constitutionalism, Democracy fit Politics
Constitutional Interpretation
Constitutional Law
Constitutional Theory
Critical Race Theory
Federal Civil Rights Law
Federal Courts
First Amendment
Freedom fir Censorship of Literature,
Art fir the Movies
Freedom of Expression firAssociation
Gender, Sexual Orientation fir the Law
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Immigration Law
Justice fir Justices on the US
Supreme Court
Justice Brennan's Jurisprudence:
How the Supreme Court Works
Law fir Religion
Legislation
Regulation fir Deregulation
Regulation of the Electronic Media
State fir Local Government Law
Urban Law fir Government
(Summer Institute)
Women fit Law: History, Theory, Practice
Women's Law Journal
CRIMINAL LAW & PROCEDURE

Advanced Legal Research
Appellate Advocacy
Appellate Externship
Civil fit Criminal Litigation
(Summer Institute)
Criminal Appeals Clinic
Criminal Law
Criminal Law Clinic
Criminal Justice fit Society Colloquium
Criminal Procedure
Death Penalty fit Habeas Corpus
Ethics in Criminal Advocacy
Evidence
Evidence, Advanced
Fact Investigation
Illicit Drug Seminar
Innocence Project
Intensive Trial Advocacy Program
International Criminal Law
Legal Writing fit Research
Organized Crime Colloquium
Prosecution of White Collar Crime
Prosecutor Practicum
Theories of Evidence
US Attorney’s Office Externship
Wrongful Convictions
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY,
ENTERTAINMENT &
COMMUNICATIONS

Advanced Patent Law
Art and the Law
Arts fit Entertainment Law Journal
Business Tbrts
Contract Drafting fit Negotiation
for Entertainment

Contract Drafting fit Negotiation in
the Music Industry
Copyright, Advanced: Domestic Issues
Copyright, Advanced: International Issues
Copyright in the Music Industry
Cultural Property: Selected Celebrated
Disputes
Cyberspace Law
Entertainment fit Media Law
Holocaust Claims Restitution Clinic
International Intellectual Property fit Tfade
International Trademark
Mass Media fit the First Amendment
(Summer Institute)
Media Globalization
Patent Law
Patent Law Practice
Pharmaceutical fit Biotechnology Patents
Regulation of Electronic Media
Sports Law
Telecommunications Workshop
Trademark Law
ETHICS

Bioethics
Ethics in Criminal Advocacy
Judicial Process fit Ethics
(Summer Institute)
Legal Ethics of Legal Fees
Professional Responsibility
Professional Responsibility
(Summer Institute)
JURISPRUDENCE & LEGAL
THEORY

American Legal History 1609-1861
Bioethics
Critical Race Theory
Elements of Law
Feminist Jurisprudence
First Amendment Theory
Hegel's Logic
Jewish Law
Jewish Law fit Contemporary Legal Issues
Jurisprudence
Law fit Economics
Law fit Human Nature
Law fit Literature Survey
Law, Religion fit History
Plato’s Laws
Theories of Democratic
Constitutionalism

Evidence, Advanced
Theories of Evidence
Fact
Investigation
Theories of Punishment
Women & Law: History, Theory, Practice Federal Courts
Intensive Tial Advocacy Program
INTERNATIONAL &
Legal Writing S' Editing
COMPARATIVE LAW &
New York Practice
HUMAN RIGHTS
Pre-Tial Practice
Admiralty Law
Remedies
Advanced Copyright: International
Science in the Courtroom
Comparative Constitutionalism
Settlement of Litigation
Comparative Free Speech
Comparative Law
TAX LAW
European Legal Systems
Corporate Thx
During the Holocaust
Estate & Gift Thx
European Union Law
Estate Thx
Holocaust Claims Restitution Clinic
Federal Thx
Human Rights Colloquium
Federal Thx Policy
Human Rights & Economic Development
International Thx
Immigration Law
Partnership Thx
Immigration Law Clinic
Pensions, Profit Sharing &
International Arbitration
Fringe Benefits
International Criminal Law
State 6' Local Thx
International Environmental Law
Thx Clinic
International Intellectual Property
Taxation of Property Tansactions
& Trade
Thx Procedure
International Law
International Law Practicum
FAMILY LAW
International Organizations
Children, Parents & the State
International Taxation
Divorce Mediation
International Tade & Investment
Elder Law
International Tade Law
Estate Planning
(Summer Institute)
Family Court Clinic
International Tademark
Family Law
Journal of International &
Family Law Practice (Summer Institute)
Comparative Law
Juvenile
Justice
Legal Aspects of the Middle East
Tusts
&
Estates
Peace Process
Women's Law Journal
Remedies for Wartime Confiscation
The Constitution & the Conduct of
HEALTH & SOCIAL
US Foreign Affairs
WELFARE LAW
CIVIL PROCEDURE &
LITIGATION

Advanced Legal Research
Appellate Advocacy
Civil fit Criminal Litigation
(Summer Institute)
Civil Procedure
Complex Civil Litigation
Conflicts of Law
Environmental Litigation
Evidence

Bet Tzedek Legal Services Clinic
Bioethics
Constitutional Law
Elder Law
Food and Drug Law
Health Services Law
Juvenile Justice
Social Welfare Litigation Seminar
Tbits
Tbrts, Advanced

PROPERTY ft REAL ESTATE LAW

Constitutional Law
Contract Drafting for Real Estate
Environmental Law
Environmental Litigation
International Environmental Law
Land Use Regulation
NY Real Estate Reporter
Property
Real Estate Tansactions
Thxation of Property Tansactions
Tusts & Estates
LABOR LAW

Employment & Consulting Agreements
Employment Discrimination
Labor & Employment Law
(Summer Institute)
Labor Law
Mediation, Arbitration & Systems
Design in the Employment Arena
Regulating the Workplace
Sports Law
ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE
RESOLUTION

Alternative Dispute Resolution/
Mediation Clinic
Conflict Resolution
Divorce Mediation
Employment Discrimination
Interviewing & Counseling
Mediation, Arbitration, & Systems
Design in the Employment Arena
Negotiation & Conflict Resolution
Online Journal of Conflict Resolution
JOURNALS/PUB LI CATIONS

Cardozo Law Review
Cardozo Arts 6" Entertainment
Law Journal
Cardozo Journal of International
& Comparative Law
Cardozo Online Journal of
Conflict Resolution
Cardozo Studies in Law and Literature
Cardozo Women's Law Journal
Communications in Tansition Newsletter
NY Real Estate Reporter

DEGREE R EQ U IR E M E N T S

Juris Doctor Cardozo offers a tradi

tional three-year program leading to
the degree of Juris Doctor (J.D.). The
program of study consists of 84 credits
completed in 6 full-time semesters.
Students in the Accelerated Entry Pro
gram can complete the six semesters
in two and one-half calendar years.
The first-year program consists of
32 credits, all in required courses.
Second- and third-year courses are
largely elective. However, all students
must take Professional Respon
sibility, Advanced Legal Research, and
one course that involves a substantial
written project. In addition, students
must meet minimal distribution
requirements, taking at least two
courses from a (somewhat fluid) list of
approximately six possibilities in each
of three categories: Law and the Regu
latory State (including Constitutional
Law, Administrative Law, Ihx, and
Criminal Procedure), Private Ordering
Through Law (including Corporations,
Commercial Law, Trusts and Estates,
and Debtors’& Creditors' Rights), and
Adjudication and Systems of Justice
(including Evidence, Federal Courts,
and Conflicts of Laws). Students must
also take one course of a jurispruden
tial, international, or comparative
nature.
A normal course load during the
second and third years is 13 credits
per semester. Students must take a
minimum of 10 credits per semester
(loan recipients may be required by
the terms of their loan to enroll for 12
credits) to qualify as full-time. Stu
dents must maintain a cumulative
grade point average of 2.2.
Ib graduate, students must com
plete all requirements within five
years of the date of matriculation,
excluding time lost for serious ill
ness or service in the Armed Forces;
must have the approbation of the
faculty; and must file an Application
12
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for Degree during the semester prior
to completing all requirements.
LL.M. in Intellectual Property

Tb

obtain the LL.M. degree in Intellectual
Property, candidates must successfully
complete a minimum of 24 credits,
at least 10 of which must be in intel
lectual property courses other than
the basic courses. Full-time students
must complete these credits in one
year; part-time students may take up
to three years. Students who have
graduated from an American law
school are required to complete a the
sis; foreign law graduates have the
option of completing a thesis. All stu
dents take the LL.M. Seminar, which
meets throughout the year.
A student must take the basic
course in at least two of the primary
areas of study—copyright, trade
mark and patent—and the advanced
course in at least one. The basic
course requirement can be waived if
the student took an equivalent course
in law school within five years of en
rolling at Cardozo. Credits for ad
vanced IP courses taken by Cardozo
students during their J.D. studies can
be counted toward the LL.M. Grad
uates of foreign law schools must take
Introduction to United States Law and
Legal Research and Writing for Inter
national Students.
General LL.M. There is no prescribed

curriculum for the General LL.M., al
though graduates of foreign law

schools must take Introduction to
United States Law and Legal Research
and Writing for International Students.
Every candidate, however, must suc
cessfully complete a coherent and fo
cused program of study consisting of at
least 24 credits. At the election of the
candidate and subject to approval by
the Director of the LL.M. program, 6
of the 24 credits can be obtained by
writing a thesis.
General LL.M. students from non
common law countries are required
to enroll in at least one core common
law course: Contracts, Tbits, Property,
or Criminal Law. Students from com
mon law countries are required to take
at least one course dealing with a non
common law system or jurisdiction.
General Conditions of Enrollment
and Graduation The admission of a

student, continued enrollment at the
School, receipt of academic credits,
and graduation are all subject to the
disciplinary powers of the School,
exercised through the Dean or his
designee, and to the student’s main
taining high standards of ethical con
duct. Students are expected to famil
iarize themselves and comply with
the rules and regulations, academic
and otherwise, of Yeshiva University
and the Benjamin N. Cardozo School
of Law. The Student Handbook, con
taining complete information on aca
demic requirements, is available at
orientation and on-site registration or
from the Office of Student Services.

The fo llo w in g are th e official designations o f Cardozo School o f Law's program codes,
titles, and degrees, as registered by the New York State Education Departm ent. Students
should note th a t en rollm ent in oth er tha n a State-approved program may jeopardize th e ir
e lig ib ility fo r certain student aid awards.

Hegis Code
1401
1499

Program #
76087
21485

1499

21486

Program Title
Law
General Legal
Studies
Intellectual
Property Law

Degree
Juris Doctor (J.D.)
LL.M.
LL.M.

Courses

</>
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CIVIL PROCEDURE introduces the
basic elements of the civil litigation
process with attention also to the
impact of procedure upon substan
tive law. 6 credits, year-long.

intro
duces structural issues arising under
the US Constitution, including the
nature of and approaches to judi
cial review, the respective roles of the
state and federal governments, and allo
cation of authority within the federal
government. 3 credits, spring.
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW I

CONTRACTS covers the formation and

enforceability of contracts, the remedies
for their breach, and justifications and
excuses for nonperformance.
6 credits, year-long.
CRIMINAL LAW is an analysis of the
basic principles of substantive criminal
law, including the justifications for crim
inal punishment, overarching principles
of criminal liability and defenses, and the
fundamentals of selected offenses.
3 credits, spring.
ELEMENTS OF LAW teaches how to
read, analyze, and use judicial decisions
and statutes. Without focusing on a par
ticular body of substantive law, the
course addresses questions of method,
reasoning, interpretation, and the role of
the judge that recur in many different
legal areas. 2 credits, fall.
LEGAL RESEARCH AND WRITING AND
APPELLATE ADVOCACY teaches case

analysis, location of source material, and
writing skills. Coursework includes numer
ous drafting exercises, completion of an
appellate brief, and a mock oral argument.
3 credits, year-long.
PROPERTY covers the basic principles
and rules governing the Anglo-American
system of land ownership and land use.
Attention also is given to the nature of
property and property interests, and to
economic analysis of legal rules and prin
ciples. 2 credits, fall; 3 credits, spring.
TORTS introduces the basic principles

and theories of civil liability for acts caus
ing personal injury or property damage.
It includes an analysis of the standards
governing the liability for accidental and
intentional injuries resulting from con
duct that deviates from those standards,
and assumption of risk and other defenses.
4 credits, fall.
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ADMINISTRATIVE LAW covers the

functions and operation of federal
administrative agencies, including
agencies’constitutional status, exec
utive and legislative oversight, pro
cedural requirements governing
agency adjudication and rulemaking,
and the scope and availability of
judicial review of agency decisions.
3 credits.

ADMIRALTY LAW is the study of basic

substantive and procedural law relating
to traditional maritime practice, general
maritime law, and relevant statutes and
treaties. “topics include carriage of goods
by sea, general average, charter parties,
bills of lading, personal injury, collision,
salvage, admiralty jurisdiction, practice
and procedure, mortgage and financing
of ships, limitation of liability, and water
pollution. 2 credits.
AMERICAN LEGAL HISTORY 1609-1861

traces the development of the structures,
institutions, and processes shaping the
operation of the law throughout the colo
nial and antebellum periods. Particular
attention is paid to the formal govern
mental structure of the legal system, its
impact on society, its evolution (as evi
denced in court decisions, statutes, exec
utive orders, and administrative regula
tions), and the ideologies and interests
influencing its development. 3 credits.
ANTITRUST examines the Sherman Act,

Clayton Act, Hart-Scott-Rodino Act, Robinson-Patman Act, and other legislation
relating to the promotion of competition
and regulation of trade. Emphasis is placed
on economic analysis and its growing
importance in law generally. 3 credits.
APPELLATE ADVOCACY gives students

the opportunity through lecture, discus
sion, and mock student arguments to
develop a polished brief-writing and oral
argument style. Each student conducts a
mock appellate argument at every class
session. 3 credits.
covers the legal
aspects of the visual arts, including cultur
al property, moral rights, resale rights,
copyright, auctions, authenticity, warran
ty, and evaluation, as well as rights and
liabilities of artists, collectors, dealers,
and experts. Student presentations focus
on cutting-edge issues. 2 credits.
ART AND THE LAW

BANKING LAW introduces the regula
tion of banks, including the definition of
a bank, lending limits, insider lending,
director liability, discrimination in the
extension of credit, the Bank Holding
Company Act, interstate banking, branch
banking, thrift institutions, foreign bank
ing, and the current revolution in bank
ing. 2 credits.
BANKRUPTCY, ADVANCED is a semi
nar on selected topics including adminis
tration, reorganization, and powers of the
trustee. 2 credits.
BANKRUPTCY REORGANIZATION: CHAP
TER XI deals with the factors that govern

the decision to file a Chapter XI case, with
the issues that arise during the case—in
cluding financing, use of cash collateral,
and assumption or rejection of unexpired
leases and executory contracts—and with
plan confirmation. 2 credits.
BIOETHICS is an introduction to the legal,

ethical, and public policy dimensions of
modem medicine and biomedical research.
Ibpics include informed consent, research
with human subjects, death and dying,
organ transplants, genetic screening, and
the allocation of scarce medical resources.
3 credits.
BONDAGE, FREEDOM AND THE CON
STITUTION is a study of the establishment

and development of African and Native
American slavery in early colonial and
later UShistory. Particular emphasis is given
to the influence exerted by this “peculiar
institution” and its practitioners in shap
ing the contours of the US Constitution.
2 credits.
BUSINESS TORTS AND TORTS AFFECT
ING BUSINESS covers topics such as unfair

competition, commercial disparagement
and defamation, fraud and misrepresen
tation, misappropriation of trade secrets,
and selected issues in products liability.
2 credits.

CHILDREN, PARENTS, AND THE STATE

studies the relationship among parents,
children, and the state by examining the
scope of parental authority, the state’s
power to intrude upon family autonomy,
and the child’s own decision-making role.
3 credits.
COMMERCIAL LAW studies the law of
the sale of and payment for goods (in
cluding bona fide purchaser rules under
the Uniform Commercial Code, the law
of checks and payment systems, docu
mentary transactions and letters of credit,
risk of loss, and remedies) and the law of
secured lending, focusing on Article 9 of
the UCC and introducing certain sections
of the Bankruptcy Code. 4 credits.
COMPARATIVE CONSTITUTIONALISM

examines the structure, function, and role
of constitutions from a comparative per
spective. The class reviews provisions con
cerning the allocation of governmental
powers, the role of judicial review, and
privacy, abortion, and minority rights in
the constitutions of the United States,
Canada, France, Germany, Hungary, Spain,
Japan, and other nations. 2 or 3 credits.

CONFLICT RESOLUTION PROCESSES
AND SKILLS leads students through an

CONSTITUTIONALISM, DEMOCRACY &
POLITICS examines competing concepts

exploration of the theory behind and the
advantages and disadvantages of the pri
mary dispute resolution processes: coun
seling, negotiation, mediation, arbitration,
and litigation. They learn to assist clients
in selecting or developing the optimal
process for resolving a particular dispute.
Interactive teaching techniques are fea
tured. 4 credits.

of democracy and constitutionalism and
focuses on the relationship and conflicts
between the two. Special attention is given
to the interplay between democratic poli
tics and constitutionalism. 2 credits.

THE CONSTITUTION AND THE CON
DUCT OF US FOREIGN AFFAIRS covers

the constitutional principles that govern
the conduct of the foreign affairs of the US;
power of the President, Congress, and the
courts; treaty power; war powers; statefederal relations; conflicts between US
law and international law; among other
topics. 3 credits.

CONFLICT OF LAWS covers judicial juris
diction and limitations on its exercise, the
effect of sister state and foreign judg
ments, constitutional limitations on choice
of law, traditional choice-of-law doctrine
and the development of more modem
approaches, and choice-of-law problems in
the federal courts. 3 credits.

dents to serve as negotiators, clients, and
draftsmen for assignments that include
movie option agreements, recording con
tracts, and television deals. 2 credits.

CONTRACT DRAFTING FOR REAL
ESTATE covers negotiation and drafting

COMPARATIVE LAW surveys the history

procedures for handling multiclaim, mul
tiparty, multiforum litigation. 3 credits.

CONTRACT DRAFTING AND NEGOTIA
TION FOR ENTERTAINMENT allows stu

tion of basic music industry agreements
from the perspective of both the private
attorney representing artists and in-house
counsel representing record companies,
publishing companies, etc. Recording, pub
lishing, production, management, agency,
and licensing agreements are covered.
2 credits.

studies
the approaches to communication rights
in Britain, Canada, Germany, France, and
Eastern Europe. Problems of hate speech,
international bans on anti-Semitic expres
sions, the difference between speech and
action, and the protection of personal
dignity are discussed in detail. 2 credits.

COMPLEX CIVIL LITIGATION explores

to select and analyze recent contracts
cases in connection with the annual sup
plement to Corbin on Contracts and write
short essays about developments in
selected areas of Contract Law. 1 credit.

CONTRACTS AND NEGOTIATION IN
THE MUSIC INDUSTRY is an examina

COMPARATIVE FREE SPEECH

and characteristics of civil law, socialist
law, and “mixed” systems with an em
phasis on social factors that have shaped
the civil and common law systems.
3 credits.

ADVANCED CONTRACTS: RESEARCH &
WRITING gives students the opportunity

CONSTITUTIONAL DECISION MAKING

looks at the problems a Supreme Court
Justice confronts and solves to reach
decisions, and how he or she writes opin
ions in a group setting, interprets ambigu
ous constitutional provisions, creates
controlling doctrine, and lives with doc
trines and precedents he/she originates.
3 credits.
CONSTITUTIONAL

INTERPRETATION

examines the methodology and compet
ing theories of constitutional interpreta
tion, including the role of original intent;
process-based versus substantive theories
of interpretation; liberal, republican, and
communitarian theories; constitutional
interpretation and identity politics.
2 credits.
studies
sources, content, and scope of individual
rights under the constitution, with a
focus on “unenumerated” fundamental
rights, the equal protection clause, and
freedom of speech. 3 credits.
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW II

for residential and business-related real
estate transactions; review and negotiation
of basic contracts, leases, and mortgage
documents; selected business problems,
identification and creation of solutions,
and drafting of appropriate documents; and
drafting of common clauses and agree
ments. 2 credits.
introduces copyright law,
covering what materials are protected,
substantive requirements for protection,
procedures for obtaining protection, rights
conferred, and remedies for infringe
ment. 3 credits.
COPYRIGHT

COPYRIGHT, ADVANCED: DOMESTIC
ISSUES covers technical issues not

taught in the basic course, such as specific
exemptions and compulsory licenses. It
also covers selected issues from the basic
course, such as fair use and the various tests
for infringement, in more depth. 2 credits.
COPYRIGHT,
ADVANCED:
INTER
NATIONAL ISSUES covers the interna

tional components of copyright, includ
ing national eligibility requirements for
foreign authors and the national treat
ment of foreign authors, through a review
of the relevant provisions of US law and
various multilateral copyright conven
tions. 2 credits.

COPYRIGHT IN THE MUSIC INDUSTRY

addresses selected issues of copyright law,
focusing on aspects that are unique to
music, such as dramatic vs. non-dramatic
rights, synchronization rights, the role of
the performing rights societies, compulsory
licenses, and mechanical rights. 2 credits.
CORPORATE FINANCE studies the finan

cing of corporations, with emphasis on
legal and economic issues relating to the
valuation of the concern, the rights of
bondholders and preferred stockholders,
capital structure, dividend policy, and
mergers and acquisitions. 3 credits.
CORPORATE FINANCE DRAFTING
SEMINAR focuses on structuring and

drafting documents for frequently encoun
tered corporate transactions and address
es legal, business, and finance issues in a
corporate finance context. 2 credits.

CRIMINAL JUSTICE AND SOCIETY
COLLOQUIUM draws on a variety of

legal, philosophical, and literary materials
to address problematic aspects of the crim
inal justice system and such civil sanc
tions as deportation, preventive detention,
and involuntary treatment. The “rule of
law" and the “principle of legality” are
critically examined as protection for the
individual against "unjust” exercises of
applications of legal force in political, reli
gious, racial, and sexual areas. 2 credits.
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE focuses on the

constitutional issues in the administra
tion of criminal justice, including federal
review of state convictions, interpreta
tions of the due process clause, the right
to counsel, unreasonable search and
seizure, the privilege against self-incrimination, and related questions. 3 credits.
CRITICAL RACE THEORY is a seminar

exploring the intersection of law, racial
ideology, and political power. Particular
emphasis is given to the role of the law in
facilitating the social construction and
maintenance of the concept of “race.”
Students examine essays by historians,
legal scholars, biologists, anthropologists,
psychologists, and medical professionals.
2 credits.
CULTURAL PROPERTY; SELECTED CELE
BRATED DISPUTES is an intensive

CORPORATE TAX introduces federal in

come taxation of corporations and their
shareholders, covering contributions, dis
tributions, redemptions, liquidations, and
reorganizations. 4 credits.
CORPORATIONS introduces the nature,

formation, promotion, governance, and
financing of corporations, including dis
cussion of the relationship between man
agement and shareholders in publicly held
firms; social concerns and their relation
ship to principles of corporate governance;
fiduciary responsibilities of directors; and
corporate control transactions. 3 credits.
CORPORATIONS ACCOUNTING surveys
the fundamental principles of accounting
and valuation and is required for all stu
dents taking Corporations. It is designed
for people with no background in business
or accounting. 1 credit.

inquiry into selected cultural property
disputes, including the 200-year-old dis
pute between Greece and Great Britain
over the Elgin Marbles, international con
tests over artworks taken from Germany
and other European countries during
World War II, and similar controversies.
2 credits.

DIVORCE MEDIATION examines the
dynamics of divorce, parenting/custody
issues; assets and the division of property,
child and spousal support, medical care,
life insurance, and separation agree
ments; as well as techniques for conflict
management, cooperative problem solv
ing, and documentation of agreements.
Ethical issues and difficult questions of
power imbalances, spousal abuse, and
hidden assets are covered. 3 credits.
ELDER LAW studies legal and related

policy issues concerning the elderly pop
ulation, including developing law con
cerning access to health care and health
care benefits, health care decision mak
ing, guardianship and incompetency, age
discrimination, public and private pen
sions, government programs for the indi
gent, housing, estate planning, and ethical
issues. 2 credits.
EMPLOYMENT AND CONSULTING AGREE
MENTS introduces students to the sub

stantive terms of employment agree
ments, with a focus on the protection of
intellectual property and proprietary
rights, and to contract drafting tech
niques. 2 credits.
EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION focuses

on the law of racial and sexual discrimi
nation, affirmative action, quotas, and sex
ual harassment in the work place.
3 credits.

CYBERSPACE LAW examines a variety
of legal doctrines—including copyright,
privacy, and free expression—as they
apply to cyberspace and the Internet.
2 or 3 credits.

covers the
evolution of the Common Law from ear
liest times to the beginning of the modern
era. Tbpics include procedure and methods
of trying questions of fact; development of
the substantive law of property, contracts,
tort, crime, corporations, trusts, charities,
slavery and villeinage; the development
of centralized government and parlia
ment; the bench, legal training, and the bar;
and the origins of the notion of rights.
3 credits.

DEATH PENALTY AND HABEAS CORPUS

ENTERTAINMENT AND MEDIA LAW

is an advanced course that examines the
Supreme Court’s capital punishment
decisions and the legislative responses
thereto. It also examines in detail the
constitutional and statutory framework
for post-conviction relief in capital cases.
3 credits.

covers the role of the lawyer in publish
ing, television, motion pictures, and
related areas and introduces basic con
cepts in entertainment contracts and
business considerations that affect nego
tiations and deal-making. 2 credits.

DEBTORS' AND CREDITORS' RIGHTS

studies federal bankruptcy law, including
consumer and business bankruptcies and
liquidations, state law provisions involv
ing debt collection and garnishments, and
various security devices. 3 credits.

ENGLISH LEGAL HISTORY

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW surveys the
basic justifications for and mechanisms
of environmental regulation. Primary focus
is on the Clean Air Act, the Clean Water
Act, and Superfund, with some attention
to the common law as a source of envi
ronmental protection, environmental
impact statements, and innovative regu
latory techniques. 3 credits.

ENVIRONMENTAL LITIGATION focuses
on strategies and techniques of environ
mental litigation in several contexts: the
prosecution and defense of enforcement
proceedings; challenges to administrative
agency determinations; citizen suits under
environmental statutes; and private envi
ronmental disputes, particularly under
Superfund. 2 credits.
ESTATE AND GIFT TAX is an analysis of

federal estate and gift taxes, with emphasis
on the historical evolution of the statutes.
3 credits.
ESTATE PLANNING addresses the basic

and fundamental elements of lifetime test
amentary estate planning. 2 credits.
ETHICS

IN

CRIMINAL

ADVOCACY

examines a broad range of ethical issues
that arise for advocates in the criminal
justice system, including a general con
sideration of the prosecution and defense
functions and particular focus on client
and witness interviewing and counsel
ing, confidentiality, conflicts, fees, truth
in advocacy, First Amendment rights of
lawyers, and discipline. 2 credits.
EUROPEAN LEGAL SYSTEMS DURING
THE HOLOCAUST examines the laws,

judicial decisions, legal interpretations, and
actual legal practice connected to the
French persecution of Jews during the
Vichy period. Comparison is made to other
European legal systems during the war.
The goal is to explore on an empirical and
theoretical basis the risks to constitutional
systems during periods of extreme crisis.
2 credits.

explores the legal rela
tionships of persons who are married and
those who live together as a family unit
without being married. The course covers
divorce, jurisdictional issues, property
division, and custody. 3 credits.
FAMILY LAW

FAMILY COURT CLINIC is composed of a

2-credit weekly seminar and a 2-credit
clinical placement with attorneys repre
senting clients in Family Court or with a
Family Court Judge. The seminar focuses
on public policy, jurisprudential, and prac
tical considerations of representing chil
dren, poor people, and families in family
court. 4 credits.
FEDERAL CIVIL RIGHTS LAW examines

federal civil rights actions brought under
Section 1983 with particular attention to
the rights enforceable under this section,
available defenses, and governmental
liability. 3 credits.
FEDERAL COURTS reviews the role of
the federal courts with an emphasis on the
nature of the federal judicial function,
congressional control of federal and state
judicial power, Supreme Court review of
state court decisions, and the scope of
district court jurisdiction. 3 credits.
FEDERAL TAX I is a study of the basic

concepts of the income tax, such as inclu
sions to and exclusions from income,
gains and losses, accounting methods, tim
ing issues, and nonrecognition provisions.
4 credits.

FRANCHISING LAW examines franchis

ing and related methods of distributing
goods and services with particular focus
on the Uniform Franchising Offering Cir
cular Guidelines. Students negotiate a mock
franchising agreement. 2 credits.
FREEDOM & CENSORSHIP OF LITERATURE.
ART, & THE MOVIES traces the history of

local, state, and federal censorship of the
arts from its beginnings in the 19th cen
tury and questions whether legal con
straints can or should be placed on cul
tural expression. 3 credits.
FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION AND ASSO
CIATION is an advanced First Amendment

course exploring the development of the
law that protects constitutional freedoms
of belief, speech, press, and association.
3 credits.
GENDER, SEXUAL ORIENTATION, AND
THE LAW focuses on a critical analysis of

the ways in which religion, culture, sci
ence, politics, and gender role ideology
affect and are affected by legal doctrine
regarding sexual orientation. 3 credits.
HEALTH SERVICES LAW: PATIENTS, PRO
CEDURES, AND PAYORS focuses on the

regulation of hospitals and other providers
of health services. The course addresses
topics such as providing health care for
those who cannot afford to pay, the HIV
status of health care workers, patients'
rights, and court-ordered medical treat
ments. 2 credits.

FEMINIST JURISPRUDENCE is a seminar HEGEL'S LOGIC is a seminar devoted to
on the growth of 19th-century liberal a close reading of Hegel’s Science of Logic.
feminist rights theory and critiques of the It studies the structure of concepts, ob
EUROPEAN UNION LAW reviews the liberal feminist tradition. Topics to be jectivity, and law and makes connections
institutional and legal structure of the examined include how early feminists’ between them and the ordinary concerns
Union, with a focus on antitrust law and political campaigns helped shape and of jurisprudence and legal interpretation.
other areas of cooperation; considers the spread liberal thought; how liberal femi 2 credits.
cultural dimension of European law and nism is faring now; and how feminist
groups are split over affirmative action, HUMAN RIGHTS AND ECONOMIC
constitutional questions. 3 credits.
comparable worth, child care, surrogate DEVELOPMENT examines the relation
EVIDENCE reviews the basic rules of motherhood, and reproductive rights. ship between protection of human rights
and economic development in develop
admissible and inadmissible evidence 2 credits.
ing countries, especially African states,
and critically examines the justifications
for barring truthful, relevant information. FIRST AMENDMENT is an intensive sur with a consideration of the obstacles to
vey of all five clauses of the First Amend both, such as political structure, popula
4 credits.
ment, with special emphasis on the reli tion growth, and ethnic tension, and the
EVIDENCE, ADVANCED is a seminar gion, speech, and press clauses. In addition role of economic assistance, trade, invest
covering selected topics outside the to readings from judicial decisions, there ment, urbanization, and laws to facilitate
scope of the basic evidence course, with a will be selected readings from secondary internal capital formation. 2 credits.
particular focus on “character evidence,” sources. 3 credits.
especially in cases involving various types
FOOD AND DRUG LAW examines the
of sexual misconduct. 2 credits.
federal law regulating the development,
FACT INVESTIGATION describes and approval, sale, and use of foods, drugs,
devises effective strategies for pre-trial medical devices, and cosmetics. The
decision making about problems of pre course carefully reviews key provisions
paring evidence for trial. 2 credits.
of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic
Act as interpreted by the courts and the
Food and Drug Administration. 2 credits.

HUMAN RIGHTS COLLOQUIUM studies
international rules and procedures gov
erning the protection of fundamental
human rights with discussion of the
development of international human
rights law, the legal status of the human
rights clauses of the UN Charter and the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
implementation and enforcement of
human rights, and human rights concerns
in US foreign policy. 2 credits.
ILLICIT DRUG SEMINAR reviews the
law, policy, and politics of criminalizing
narcotic and related drugs. Tbpics include
mandatory sentencing, the effectiveness
of current laws and their enforcement,
proposed alternative regimes, including
decriminalization and the foreign policy
issues raised by the United States’s world
wide efforts to control drug manufacture
and distribution. 2 credits.

INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

surveys domestic and international laws,
including treaties that respond to threats
to the biosphere, such as global warming,
acid rain, ozone depletion, and manage
ment of the oceans. 2 credits.
INTERNATIONAL INTELLECTUAL PRO
PERTY AND TRADE considers the

emerging rules of international intellec
tual property protection and their rela
tion to international trade, with particular
focus on the TTade Related Intellectual
Property Standards (TRIPS). A central
question to be examined is the extent to
which international harmonization of
intellectual property protections is justi
fied and whether it should be undertaken
under the aegis of the World TTade
Organization. 2 credits.

IMMIGRATION LAW studies the current
developments in the immigration, natu
ralization, and nationality laws of the US,
probing the conflicting purposes of US
immigration policy. Particular attention
is given to judicial review; racial and geo
graphic quotas; categories of visas; and
arrest, detention, exclusion and expul
sion of aliens. 2 credits.

INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION consid
ers arbitration as a dispute resolution
process in the domain of international
trade. Tbpics include the composition and
jurisdiction of international arbitral tri
bunals, procedures, and enforcement of
arbitration awards. 2 credits.
INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL LAW addres

ses the basic problems of a regime of inter
national criminal liability, such as juris
diction and extradition, international
agreements that make (or require states
to make) certain conduct a criminal offense;
terrorism; and pending proposals for the
establishment of an international crimi
nal court. 2 credits.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND INVEST
MENT studies the major issues likely to

be encountered in the legal practice cre
ated by growing international trade in
goods and services, including the inter
national law of trade, principally the GATT
and North American Free TTade Agree
ment, and domestic trade, customs, and
import relief laws. 3 credits.
exam
ines the differing conceptions of trade
mark rights through a consideration of
trademark protections established outside
the US, including the Paris Convention for
the Protection of Industrial Property, the
GATT, and European Union regulations.
2 credits.
INTERNATIONAL TRADEMARK

INTERVIEWING

AND

COUNSELING

includes an overview of Alternative
Dispute Resolution processes for conflict
resolution and prevention, theories of pro
cess choice, and practice in counseling
clients regarding the optimal process for
particular situations. The course is taught
using frequent simulations. 2 credits.

INDEPENDENT RESEARCH maybe under
taken by any student under the super
vision of a full-time faculty member.
1 or 2 credits.
INSURANCE LAW surveys the basic
principles of risk allocation and assump
tion in a legal context from the standpoint
of insurers, insured, and third parties
affected by insurance coverage or lack
thereof. Insurance contracts, coverage,
dispute resolution, and industry regula
tion are considered. 2 credits.

INTERNATIONAL TAXATION covers two
subjects: “Us There" taxation of US citizens
who reside, do business, or invest in other
countries, and “Them Here" taxation of
foreign persons who reside, do business,
or invest in our country, with primary
focus on the income tax. 3 credits.

is for stu
dents with extensive training in Thlmudic
literature. They study selected problems
in Jewish law from the original sources
and receive methodological training in
legal, historical, and comparative research.
2 credits.
JEWISH LAW, ADVANCED

INTERNATIONAL LAW is an overview

covering sources and application of inter
national law, state sovereignty, the Inter
national Court of Justice, sovereign
immunity, the act of state doctrine, forma
tion and effect of international agreements,
use of force, relation of international law
to national law, nationality, human rights,
terrorism, and the law of the sea.
3 credits.
INTERNATIONAL

LAW

PRACTICUM

combines a weekly seminar on the law of
international organizations and the United
Nations with an internship placement at
the United Nations or with one of the UNrelated specialized agencies such as the
World Health Organization or nongovern
mental organizations accredited to the
UN. 2 credits.
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS cov
ers the structure, composition, authority,
and peacekeeping role of the UN and
other international and regional organi
zations. 3 credits.

JEWISH LAW, INTRODUCTION surveys

the origin and development of Jewish
law from Biblical times to the present,
with an emphasis on the principles and
values underlying the Jewish legal sys
tem as reflected in the principal areas of
that system. 3 credits.
JEWISH LAW AND CONTEMPORARY
LEGAL ISSUES emphasizes the substance

and methodology of Jewish law and com
pares its principles and policies with
those of other legal systems. This course
studies selected contemporary legal and
social issues, such as criminal sanctions,
legitimacy of warfare, copyright, usury,
antenuptial agreements, and euthanasia.
3 credits.

JUVENILE JUSTICE examines the consti

tutional and theoretical underpinnings of
the juvenile justice system and the legal
ramifications of the current policy debate
regarding youth violence and responsibil
ity. Constitutional foundations of chil
dren's rights, the role of prosecutors and
defense attorneys in juvenile cases, and
intervention in cases of noncriminal mis
behavior are among the issues explored.
2 credits.
LABOR LAW is an introduction to the

JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION SEMINAR

analyzes the responsibilities of federal
and state judges who sit in trial, appellate,
bankruptcy, and surrogate courts and the
role of judges' law clerks. Students are
required to write a district court opinion
based upon a mock record and spend a
full day in the courtroom with a promi
nent state court judge. Corequisite of and
limited to students in the Alexander Fellows
Judicial Clerkship Program. 2 credits.
JURISPRUDENCE examines a variety of

historically influential responses to basic
questions concerning the nature and
legitimacy of law and the difference (if
any) between law and morality. Readings
include works by legal positivists, natural
lawyers, legal realists, and the critical
legal scholars. 3 credits.
JUSTICE BRENNAN'S JURISPRUDENCE:
APPELLATE LITIGATION AND OPINION
WRITING, OR HOW THE SUPREME
COURT WORKS has students use the

first drafts of three landmark free speech
opinions written by Justice Brennan and
then argue each case before a "court” of
nine student surrogate Justices and the
instructor. Students confer, vote, decide,
and write opinions in the cases, gaining
practical insight into how opinions are
written, law courts are mobilized, and how
what a Justice has said and done predicts
future actions. 2 credits.
JUSTICE AND JUSTICES ON THE UNITED
STATES SUPREME COURT
reviews

selected decisions from a recent Supreme
Court term as the basis for discussion of
underlying thematic issues, such as def
erence to the other branches and to state
courts, methods of constitutional inter
pretation, and judicial "activism” versus
judicial “restraint.” 2 credits.

law of unionization, collective bargaining,
and the right to strike, with attention to
the application of these laws to newer
forms of employee organization, such as
joint committees and employee caucuses.
3 credits.
LAND USE REGULATION examines reg

ulation of land use, including zoning,
growth controls, historic preservation,
state and regional planning, and state and
federal constitutional limitations on landuse regulation. 2 credits.
LAW AND ECONOMICS is a seminar
covering price theory, the Coase theorem
and transaction cost economics, game
theory, and public choice. The focus is on
stimulating the student’s own economics
imagination in the legal realm. 2 credits.
LAW AND HUMAN NATURE offers an

introduction to natural selection and the
Darwinian paradigm now being applied
across the social sciences, and then con
siders whether that paradigm sheds light
on diverse legal topics and the Consti
tution. Students gain understanding of
how human nature shapes law and legal
systems. 2 credits.
LAW AND LITERATURE SURVEY offers

students the opportunity to study the
relationship of law and literature and its
influence on law teaching and scholarship
through literary works about law, works
on constitutional interpretation and
hermeneutics generally, historical sur
veys of systems of legal rhetoric under
stress, and analyses of legal ethics under
the literary microscope. 3 credits.
LAW AND RELIGION examines the ways

in which modern legal systems respond
to the idea of religious freedom, with par
ticular focus on the free exercise and
establishment clauses of the First Amend
ment. 2 credits.
LAW, RELIGION, AND HISTORY studies

the separation of law and religion from a
historical perspective and examines those
traditions that do not distinguish between
the two. Attempts to import “religious”
concepts into American law are explored.
2 credits.

LEGAL ASPECTS OF THE MIDDLE EAST
PEACE PROCESS looks at the history of

the Middle East conflict, the implemen
tation of the Oslo Accords and succeeding
agreements, and current and prospective
legal issues, including aspects of the Syrian
negotiations, jurisdiction of the successor
of the Palestinian Authority, bartered
security arrangements, water problems,
etc. 2 credits.
THE LEGAL ETHICS OF LEGAL FEES is

a concentrated survey of the Code of
Professional Responsibility followed by
an analysis of the ethical issues raised by
legal fees and the effect of legal fees, and
different fee arrangements, on the tort
system. 3 credits.
is an
explanation of the process of legal
research using all types of federal and
New York State primary materials. The
course, which is required, is taught over
two semesters and emphasizes adminis
trative and statutory sources. 1 credit.
ADVANCED LEGAL RESEARCH

LEGAL WRITING AND EDITING,
ADVANCED focuses on one major case of

institutional reform litigation, and stresses
organization, integration of research and
analysis, and effective and sophisticated
presentation of ideas in writing. Pre
paration of successive drafts and editing
skills are emphasized. 2 credits.
LEGAL WRITING RESEARCH is a teach
ing assistant program for the Legal
Writing Program. 1 credit.
LEGISLATION is the study of the mak
ing, interpretation, implementation, and
nature of statutes, including such issues
as the mechanics of the legislative process,
the nature of representative policymak
ing in a democracy, voting rights, and the
theory and practice of statutory interpre
tation. 2 or 3 credits.
MEDIA GLOBALIZATION: PRIVATE
TRANSACTIONS AND REGULATORY
RESPONSES examines and compares the

different national responses to media
globalization, the transnational regula
tion of the Internet, and efforts to control
satellite-originated access within national
boundaries. 2 credits.
MEDIATION, ARBITRATION, AND SY
STEMS DESIGN IN THE EMPLOYMENT
ARENA focuses on emerging alternatives

to litigation for resolving workplace dis
putes, with a particular focus on discrim
ination claims. 2 credits.

MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS exam
ines conventional negotiated acquisitions,
such as stock purchases, asset purchases,
and mergers; hostile takeovers; leveraged
buyouts; and the legal issues involved in
the principal defensive strategies such as
poison pills, lock-up options, and selftenders by the target corporation. 2 credits.

framework governing pension, profit
sharing, and fringe benefit plans, includ
ing the relevant provisions of the Internal
Revenue Code and the Employee Retire
ment Income Security Act of 1974.
3 credits.

NEGOTIATION AND CONFLICT RESO
LUTION uses a highly participatory

PHARMACEUTICAL AND BIOTECH
NOLOGY PATENTS examines the issues,

approach to develop key negotiating
skills. Readings and discussion will focus
on the fundamentals of negotiation theory,
its practical applications, and the advan
tages and disadvantages of various nego
tiation orientations and strategies.
3 credits.

policy, and governing law particular to
patents of pharmaceutical and biotech
nology inventions and their commercial
applications. 2 credits.

NEW YORK PRACTICE is an introduc

tion to the procedural laws and rules of
practice in the state courts of New York
with an emphasis on jurisdiction, plead
ings, statutes of limitation, motion prac
tice, multiparty practice, discovery, and
provisional remedies. 2 or 3 credits.
ORGANIZED CRIME reviews the primary

criminal and civil legal tools available for
pursuing organized crime and reducing
its influence, including, among others,
RICO, conspiracy, money laundering,
drug trafficking, extortion, continuing
criminal enterprise, and forfeiture laws.
2 credits.
examines the tax
consequences of the partnership form of
doing business. Contributions of property
and services to partnerships, allocations
of income and deductions among partners,
acquisition and disposition of partnership
interests, and current and liquidating
partnership distributions are discussed.
3 credits.
PARTNERSHIP TAX

PATENT LAW covers state and federal
laws intended to stimulate and protect
innovations in technological and com
mercial areas. 2 or 3 credits.
PATENT LAW, ADVANCED considers
issues in international patent law, protec
tion of computer software, and recent
changes relating to biotech patent cover
age. Professional responsibility issues
peculiar to patent law and topics relating
to the giving of legal opinions regarding
patents will be discussed. 2 credits.
PATENT LAW PRACTICE covers the pro

cedures and techniques of applying for
and opposing applications for a patent,
including taking an invention disclosure,
drafting a patent, and preparing and fil
ing responses/amendments in response
to office actions. 2 credits.

PENSIONS, PROFIT SHARING, AND
FRINGE BENEFITS examines the legal

PLATO'S LAWS

is a close reading of
Plato’s extraordinary dialogue concerning
the nature of law. 2 credits.
focuses on the
preparation of civil litigation for trial, tac
tical and legal analysis of multiparty liti
gation, the discovery process, and issues
in the judicial control of litigation. There
is an emphasis on problem orientation
and student participation. 3 credits.
PRETRIAL PRACTICE

PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY is a

simulation-based course requiring stu
dents to grapple with moral/ethical issues
faced by lawyers. It includes extensive
reading and an analysis of the Model Code
and Model Rules of Professional Respon
sibility, analysis of the organization and
operation of the legal system, and con
sideration of the obligations of the legal
profession to society and of the lawyer to
the client. 3 credits.
PROSECUTION OF COMPLEX WHITECOLLAR CRIMINAL CASES studies the

evolution of a criminal prosecution of a
complex white-collar case, from com
plaint through trial. The structure of the
system of criminal prosecution, including
an overview of federal and state prose
cuting agencies, theories of corporate and
individual criminal liability, and criminal
statutes used in white-collar cases, is cov
ered. 2 credits.
PUBLIC OFFERINGS is a seminar on the
role of attorneys as advocates, negotiators,
and counselors in initial public offerings
of common stock, emphasizing the legal
and practical concerns of issuers, under
writers, and their respective counsel
through the examination of the registra
tion and underwriting process. 2 credits.

exam
ines basic real estate transactions, includ
ing conveyances, ground leasing, and
financing, and analyzes their legal and
tax implications. 3 credits.
REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS

REGULATING THE WORKPLACE syn
thesizes various common law and statu
tory regimes that concern employment
(including employment at will and contract
doctrines, labor law, statutes governing
employment discrimination, and employ
ment benefit regulations) within the
broader context of employer/employee
relations. 2 credits.
REGULATION

AND

DEREGULATION

introduces students to the whys and hows
of government regulation. The focus is
on the application of economic principles
to regulatory agencies, although the fos
tering and protection of non-economic
values is also considered. 2 credits.
REGULATION OF THE ELECTRONIC
MEDIA covers the history of federal reg

ulation of broadcasting and current
issues raised by the adjustment of the old
and new technologies. The 1992 Cable Act,
problems associated with convergence of
telephone and cable, First Amendment
questions, and perspectives on compara
tive approaches are among the foci.
2 credits.
REGULATION OF INVESTMENT COM
PANIES examines the Investment Com

pany Act and other applicable federal
securities laws. The course contrasts the
regulation of investment companies with
that of other pooled investment vehicles,
such as pension funds and bank common
trusts. Issues relating to the entry ofbanks
and other financial institutions into the
mutual fund business will be raised.
2 credits.
REMEDIES explores the scope and avail
ability of the types of relief that may be
obtained by a victorious party in a law
suit and the considerations in choosing
from among different remedies. 2 credits.
REMEDIES FOR WARTIME CONFISCA
TION examines the problem of looting

during times of war and the development
of the concept of restitution of looted pro
perty in an historical context, with special
emphasis on World War II. Tbpics include
private vs. public property, the concept
of unjust enrichment and the develop
ment of legal remedies in international
law. 2 credits.

SCIENCE IN THE COURTROOM: EVI
DENCE AND MASS TORTS considers

the law of evidence in an age of rapidly
developing technology and the increas
ing importance of scientific evidence.
Students conduct mock admissibility
hearings for various types of scientific evi
dence, such as DNA tests, forensic docu
ment analyses, or statistical evidence of
defective medical devices. 3 credits.
SECURED TRANSACTIONS, ADVANCED
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focuses on methods of obtaining priority
for senior creditors and the limitations
inherent in such methods. Special empha
sis is placed on types of collateral, such as
aircraft, rolling stock, intellectual property,
deposit accounts, government receivables,
letters of credit, stock, government secu
rities, partnership interests, and real estate.
2 credits.
studies the
application of the Securities Act of 1933
to distribution of securities, and its inter
play with fraud provisions of the Securi
ties Exchange Act of 1934; the role of fed
eral regulation in the securities market;
emphasis on investment companies and
investment advisers, broker-dealers, secu
rity exchanges, and takeover bids.
4 credits.
SECURITIES REGULATION

SETTLEMENT OF LITIGATION primarily

examines the legal rules governing the
settlement of litigation, with additional
attention to economic, strategic, and eth
ical concerns. 2 credits.
SOCIAL WELFARE LITIGATION SEMINAR

is a year-long course exploring the legal
problems that arise with the administra
tion of government welfare programs,
particularly programs providing cash
benefits such as Medicare and Medicaid.
Students participate in exercises, drawn
from cases being handled by the Bet
Tzedek Legal Services Clinic, in the tech
niques of civil litigation and effective
advocacy. Corequisite of, and open only
to students in, the Bet Tzedek Clinic.
4 credits.
SPORTS LAW surveys the legal issues—

antitrust, labor, copyright, and trade
mark-concerning professional and ama
teur sports leagues, sports-related
intellectual property businesses, agents,
and collegiate athletics. 2 credits.
STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT LAW

explores the roles of state and local gov
ernments in a federal system, with a focus
on state constitutions, the relative author
ity of different governmental units, pub
lic finance, and the rights and account
ability of public employees. 2 credits.

STATE AND LOCAL TAXATION surveys
the means by which states and munici
palities finance themselves and provides
an emphasis on statutory and constitu
tional rules governing nonfederal taxes
and federal constitutional restraints on
tax decisions of states and localities.
3 credits.
TAX POLICY is the study and discussion

of the basic theories of federal tax policy,
including tax expenditure theory, exami
nation of an ideal income tax and con
sumption tax, and federal budget policy.
2 credits.
TAX PROCEDURE covers basic procedural

issues in tax disputes, including statutes
of limitation, interest on underpayments
and overpayments, Tax Court litigation,
claims for refund and refund litigation,
collateral estoppel, res judicata, equitable
recoupment, and civil tax penalties.
2 credits.
TAXATION OF PROPERTY TRANS
ACTIONS is an advanced course cover

ing the measure and taxation of gains and
losses from property transactions, includ
ing the concepts of basis and amount
realized on sale of property, exchange of
property for other property, sales for
deferred payment, leases, depreciation,
etc. 3 credits.
TELECOMMUNICATIONS WORKSHOP

combines a seminar with an internship.
Students work on current issues in tele
communications policy, mostly in cable
television. They are assigned to the NYC
Department of Information, Tbchnology
and “[telecommunications, the New Jersey
State Cable Commission, and the Media
Access Project in Washington, among others.
3 credits.
THEORIES OF EVIDENCE is a seminar

covering major theories of evidence,
inference, and proof, including “stan
dard” probability theory, “Baconian” prob
ability, Wigmore’s chart theory, and theo
ries involving “stories” and “narrative.”
2 credits.
THEORIES OF DEMOCRATIC CONSTITU
TIONALISM is an intensive, twice-weekly

THEORIES OF PUNISHMENT examines

the justification of punishment in relation
to the three major traditions in philosoph
ical ethics: utilitarianism or consequentialism, Kantian morality, and Aristotelian
virtue ethics. 2 credits.
studies product
passing-off and trademark counterfeiting;
false advertising; misappropriation; rights
of publicity and trademarks in sports,
entertainment, and merchandising; as well
as the economic and public policy issues
involved in trademark law. 2 credits.

TRADEMARK LAW

pro
vides a detailed analysis of selected areas
of trademark law. 2 credits.
TRADEMARK LAW, ADVANCED

TRIAL ADVOCACY—INTENSIVE PRO
GRAM (ITAP) is an intensive two weeks

of individualized instruction in trial ad
vocacy by a faculty of experienced civil
and criminal trial attorneys. It includes
daily class participation, review of video
taped student performances, and demon
strations and lectures by outstanding
practitioners, culminating in each student
conducting a one-day trial before a jury.
3 credits.
TRUSTS AND ESTATES covers the law
governing intestacy, testamentary formal
ities, limitations on testamentary freedom,
the interpretation of wills and trusts, pow
ers of appointment, and gifts. 3 credits
WOMEN AND LAW: HISTORY, THEORY,
PRACTICE starts by looking at the history

of women’s relation to law and assessing
the significance of that history for con
temporary legal practice. The course
examines current issues around gender,
sexual preferences, and law, as well as
topics such as domestic violence, rape,
genera and legal education, and women
in the profession. 2 credits.
WRONGFUL CONVICTIONS covers the

statutory and constitutional problems in
obtaining state and federal postconviction
relief for prisoners wrongfully convicted, as
well as the law surrounding the use of var
ious forensic testing procedures, from hair
comparisons and conventional serology to
DNA testing. 2 credits.

seminar devoted to the ongoing debates
about the nature of democracy and con
stitutionalism and notions of discourse
ethics, deliberative democracy, partnership
democracy, public reason, reflective judg
ment, and the like. Outside speakers give
weekly colloquia; students write brief
papers about each of these presentations.
4 credits.
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Acquiring the skills and experience to become a practicing attorney
begins in law school, inside and outside of the lecture halls and seminar
rooms. Hands-on opportunities to gain proficiency are offered in what
is known at Cardozo as the lawyering curriculum. More than 400 stu
dents participate annually in a clinical program, internship, externship,
or on a journal, earning credits while enhancing their legal skills and
knowledge. These experiences provide an educational opportunity out
side of the classroom that focuses on a substantive area of the law and affords
the student new perspectives on the legal system. The programs also provide
students a way to build upon the analytical, writing, advocacy, and problem
solving skills they have learned in their courses. The School offers as well
many special panels, conferences, and symposia that bring legal scholars,
policymakers, jurists, and business leaders to Cardozo, enriching the educa
tional climate and promoting the exchange of ideas.
SKILLS COURSES

Within the curriculum are many courses

that teach the writing, research, and appellate skills that stu
dents will need after graduation. Among these are Legal
Writing and Research, Advanced Legal Research, and
Professional Responsibility—all required for graduation. Others
are the simulation-based litigation classes such as Pretrial
Practice, Fact Investigation, Appellate Advocacy, and Interviewing
and Counseling. The centerpiece of the litigation curriculum is the
Intensive Trial Advocacy Program, a two-week program run by Professors

Barry Scheck and Ellen Yaroshefsky. It is held between semesters, and is open
to third-year students who want to sharpen their trial skills from opening
statements to cross-examinations and closing arguments. Each year close to
150 students work daily on hypothetical cases and practice skills and are cri
tiqued by scores of visiting judges and lawyers from across the country. At the
end of the two weeks, students prepare and present a trial before a practic
ing judge. The roles of witnesses and jurors are taken by other participating
students. This highly intense atmosphere recreates the pressure of a trial sit
uation and for many students is a highlight of their time at Cardozo.
3 academic credits.
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CLINICS The clinics at Cardozo provide highly intensive legal experiences

for second- and third-year students who work directly with clients under the
supervision of experienced attorneys. Students begin to develop skills they
will use in the public and private sectors, in the courtroom, and with future
clients. Students may take up to 12 clinical credits towards the J.D. Degree.
Alternative Dispute Resolution Seminar/Mediation Clinic

Cardozo's

Mediation Clinic was the first of its kind in the country. Mediation is the
intervention of a trained neutral third party to help disputants negotiate
more effectively to reach a binding agreement. Mediation training and ser
vice helps develop communication, negotiation, and drafting skills, and a
vision of the lawyer’s role as problem-solver.
After an intensive training program, students serve as mediators for four
hours weekly at the Brooklyn or Manhattan Mediation Centers—among the
largest and busiest mediation centers in the country. Cases include disputes
between landlords and tenants, family members, neighbors, community
groups, business partners, teachers and students.
Students explore in their readings, observation assignments, and weekly
seminar the techniques, theory, and practice of counseling, negotiation, arbi
tration, and mediation and discuss theories of social and interpersonal con
flict and its effective management. 2 clinical credits; 6 academic credits.
Cardozo Bet Tzedek Legal Services Clinic integrates professional education

and public service. Students staff a legal services office located at the Law
School, where they handle cases under the close supervision of full-time
members of the clinical faculty. For a full year, they represent elderly and
disabled clients in civil matters, including cases involving entitlement to gov
ernment benefits, particularly health-related benefits; housing, consumer,
and family problems; and wills. They appear before federal and state adminis
trative agencies and in state and federal courts in accordance with student
practice rules of the courts. The year-long Social Welfare Litigation Seminar, a
corequisite, covers civil litigation skills such as interviewing clients and wit
nesses, negotiating with opposing lawyers and public agencies, litigating with
both public and private adversaries, and using expert witnesses.
6 clinical credits; 4 academic credits.
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Criminal Appeals Clinic During the fall semester, students receive intensive

classroom training in appellate advocacy with an emphasis on writing and
evaluating records on appeal. The seminar covers New York State criminal
procedure and emphasizes the skills required to produce a first-rate advo
cate's brief. Later in the year, each student is assigned to write the brief for
an appeal from a felony conviction pending at the Appellate Division. Under
the supervision of an experienced appellate practitioner, the student appears
and argues the appeal in court.
2 clinical credits; 2 academic credits.
Criminal Law Clinic Under the supervision of full-time clinical faculty, stu

dents represent defendants charged with misdemeanors in the Manhattan
Criminal Court, from the initial client interview through trial and sentenc
ing. The clinic affords significant exposure to motion practice, brief and
memo writing, and preparation for courtroom litigation and advocacy. In
addition, students assist the clini
cal faculty in major litigation pro
jects, including homicide, federal
criminal,

and

postconviction

cases. Students also are assigned
to senior attorneys in the Legal
Aid Society, Criminal Defense
Division, and may help prepare a
felony trial or hearing.
A strong classroom component
features biweekly videotaped sim
ulations and faculty lectures in
areas of evidence, criminal proce
Professor Golick

dure, criminal law, and professional responsibility. The overall objective is
to inculcate a high standard of excellence in litigation skills, professional
responsibility, and writing skills. 6 clinical credits; 5 academic credits.

Students in the Family Court Clinic are placed with a

Innocence Project—Forensic DNA Testing and Post-

Family Court judge or with an attorney representing

Conviction Relief This innovative, year-long clinic has

clients in Family Court. A required seminar focuses on

received national attention for the exoneration, on the basis

public policy, jurisprudential and practical considera

of DNA evidence, of more than three dozen wrongfully

tions when representing children, low income people,

convicted prisoners. In a seminar, students focus on the

and families. 2 clinical credits; 2 academic credits.

constitutional problems in obtaining state and federal
post-conviction relief as well as the law surrounding the

Holocaust Claims Restitution Clinic This clinic, founded

use of various forensic testing procedures from hair com
in 1999, is the first of its kind at an American law school.
parisons and conventional serology to DNA testing itself.
Students are placed at the Holocaust Claims Processing
In the clinical component, students work under faculty
Office, New York Legal Assistance Group, and other agen
supervision with convicted felons.
cies, investigating and pursuing claims made by victims
3 clinical credits; 2 academic credits.
of the Holocaust. A weekly seminar surveys historical
approaches to pillage and restitution, relevant interna

Tax Clinic Founded by the late James B. Lewis, a Cardozo

tional law, the development of international cultural

professor for more than 15 years and a giant of the tax bar,

property agreements, and legal issues specific to World

Cardozo's Thx Clinic provides legal services to taxpayers

War II. Students discuss their field work and complete

who cannot afford to be represented by counsel in tax

independent research. 1 clinical credit; 2 academic credits.

controversies. Students participate for one semester in
disposing of Tkx Court cases by settlement, motion, or

Immigration Law Clinic This clinic allows qualified stu

trial and handle other federal and New York tax contro
dents to train for one semester under the supervision of
versies and collection matters. Under the supervision of
an immigration attorney at organizations like the UN
an attorney experienced in tax litigation, students meet
High Commission for Refugees, Lawyers’ Committee for
with clients and participate in conferences with IRS per
Human Rights, American Civil Liberties Union, the
sonnel. In the seminar, students learn federal tax proce
Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society, the Legal Aid Society,
dure and federal tax research and problem analysis.
and the US Catholic Conference for Migration and Refugee
1 clinical credit; 2 academic credits.
Services. Students work primarily on cases involving appli
cations for political asylum, as well as on such issues as
permanent residence, change of status, and suspension
of deportation. They deal directly with the applicants,
assist in the drafting of applications and the substantia
tion of claims as to persecution abroad for reasons of
race, religion, nationality, and membership in a particu
lar social or political group. 2 clinical credits.
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EXTERNSHIPS/INTERNSHIPS By working in a legal position for pay or for

credit, students learn important skills and gain significant real world experi
ence. Through externships and internships, students can obtain credit for
substantive legal work in a city, state, or federal agency; a not-for-profit orga
nization; or a court. In all cases, students are under the direct supervision of
an attorney or judge at the work site.
The Alexander Fellows Program, a judicial clerkship, is one of the most

highly selective programs at Cardozo. Second- and third-year students with
strong academic backgrounds and journal experience are chosen by the
Faculty Clerkship Committee to work for one semester as full
time law clerks in the chambers of federal judges in the New
York City area. This is an extraordinary opportunity to see and
participate in the judicial process from the inside, during which
students research and prepare memoranda on legal issues, par
ticipate in conferences, and, most rewarding, draft opinions. A
related weekly seminar provides an in-depth study of judicial
administration. 10 clinical credits; 2 academic credits.
More than 100 students participate annually in Cardozo’s
Summer Institute for Placem ent and Career Development.

Created to enhance placement opportunities following gradua
tion, this program allows first- and second-year students to focus on one area
of the law by combining academic study with a full-time summer internship.
During an eight-week summer session, they work full-time in firms, corpo
rations, or agencies and attend two, two-hour evening classes weekly. They can
choose from such practice areas as bankruptcy, civil and criminal litigation,
entertainment law, environmental law, family law, labor law, international
trade law, alternative dispute resolution, and urban law and government.
2 academic credits.
In the Corporation Counsel's A ppellate Externship, students work
part-time for a semester in the Appeals Unit of the New York City Depart
ment of Law (Corporation Counsel’s Office) under the supervision of a
senior attorney. They write appellate briefs on civil or juvenile criminal mat
ters and listen to oral arguments before the highest state and federal courts.
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Through this externship, students refine their writing skills and enhance
their understanding of the judicial system and legal practice. 4 clinical credits.
Working with the New York Chapter of the American Corporate Counsel
Association (NY ACCA) and the Heyman Center on Corporate Governance,
the Center for Professional Development co-sponsors the Heyman/ACCA
In-House Counsel Internship Program, which introduces students to the

practice of law in a corporate law department. Second- and third-year stu
dents work with in-house attorneys, learning the structure of the corporation
from the inside at corporations such as Rockefeller & Co., Inc., Deloitte &
Touche, Federated Department Stores, Inc., and DC Comics, Inc.
1 academic credit.
In the Intellectual Property Externship Program selected students
take an advanced course in copyright, trademark, or patent and receive clin
ical credit for working 10 to 15 hours a week at a law firm or corporation spe
cializing in related intellectual property issues. Placements are varied and
have ranged from Estee Lauder to Colgate Palmolive to the law firm of Fried,
Frank, Harris, Shriver & Jacobson. 1 clinical credit; 2 academic credits.
The International Law Practicum is a clinical program in which stu

dents get practical experience in an international environment. In effect, stu
dents serve as junior diplomats or junior international civil servants. They
intern at a department within the
United Nations Secretariat; at a UNrelated specialized agency based in
New York, such as the International
Atomic Energy Agency, the Inter
national Labor Organization, the
World Health Organization, and others;
at nongovernmental organizations
accredited to the UN, especially those
working on human rights, refugees,
food, and the environment; and with
UN Observer Missions.
2 clinical credits.
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Students have the opportunity to investigate human
rights violations and prepare reports based on their
analysis in the United Nations Comm ission on Civil
and Political Rights Internship. They also attend a

seminar taught by a member of the UN Human Rights
Committee. 1 academic credit.
In the full-time US Attorney’s Office, Southern
D istrict New York Externship, students work closely

with Assistant US Attorneys (AUSAs) in the criminal
division who are engaged primarily in white-collar pros
ecutions. Students assist in trial preparation—interview
The Prosecutor Practicum is a full-time internship at

ing and preparing witnesses, analyzing documents, and

the Manhattan District Attorney's Office, where students

preparing exhibits; accompanying AUSAs to court and

spend the fall semester as Student Assistant District

trial; participating in meetings and strategy sessions

Attorneys. They participate with new ADAs in an orienta

with law enforcement agents; and researching and draft

tion program providing practical training in substantive

ing briefs, memoranda of law, jury instructions, and

criminal law, criminal procedure, evidence, and profes

other legal submissions. An accompanying seminar is

sional responsibility. Then, students work in regular or

required. 10 clinical credits; 2 academic credits.

specialized trial bureaus assisting ADAs in handling felony

In addition to these preexisting programs, students

and misdemeanor cases, and they “second-seat” a felony

can earn up to six credits in their second and third years

trial. A senior prosecutor meets weekly with students,

for unpaid internships in the public sector. Students

using their cases and research projects for discussion of

arrange their own placements with assistance from the

factual, legal, and ethical issues. The Criminal Justice

Center for Professional Development, and apply for

and Society Colloquium is a corequirement.

credit to the Faculty Educational Policy Committee.

10 clinical credits; 2 academic credits.
Through the Telecom m unications Workshop, stu
dents work on cutting edge issues in this rapidly chang
ing field. They conduct research at an agency involved
in policy and administration, including the New York
City and New Jersey agencies charged with the adminis
tration of cable television franchises, the Columbia
University Institute for Tfele-Information, and the Media
Access Project. 3 clinical credits.
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CARDOZO PUBLICATIONS

Cardozo sponsors five student-run journals.

These feature articles by distinguished academics and practitioners as well
as student notes and comments, and sponsor symposia that lead to special
volumes. Working on a journal provides students with an opportunity to
develop their editorial, legal research, and writing skills, enriching their law
school experience while contributing to the advancement of legal scholar
ship. Students are selected for membership on the basis of academic achieve
ment and writing ability. Second-year students write their own scholarly
comments and conduct research, cite-check, and perform other editorial
duties. Third-year students can become members of the editorial board; they
are responsible for editing student comments and outside pieces. Each
semester, students receive one credit for staff positions or two credits for edi
torial board positions.
Cardozo Law Review, published six times a year, covers a wide range of
relevant, contemporary issues in symposia, articles, student comments, and
book reviews. It is best known for the symposium issues that result from
conferences held at the Law School, which are organized jointly by faculty
members and the Law Review.
Founded in 1982, Cardozo Arts &
Entertainment Law Journal was the
first and remains the preeminent
journal of its type in the country.
Appearing three times a year, AELJ
publishes a wide variety of works
concerning the First Amendment,
intellectual property, entertainment,
and communications. It stays on the
cutting edge of quickly evolving areas
of the law by publishing timely articles
and sponsoring symposia.
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Cardozo Online Journal of Conflict Resolution fea

tures topics in alternative dispute resolution and media
tion. Articles are posted with hypertext links to cited mate
rial. The Journal cosponsors the annual International
Advocate for Peace Award given to nationally recognized
leaders for efforts in international dispute resolution.
Students also work on three faculty-edited publications.
They do background research, correspond with authors,
and perform editorial tasks for which they generally
receive one or two credits per semester.
Cardozo Studies in Law and Literature, published

biannually and edited by Cardozo faculty and a board of
international scholars, is one of only two journals in the
country exclusively devoted to the interdisciplinary move
Cardozo Women’s Law Journal publishes articles

ment known as Law and Literature. Issues in private and

that address a broad range of gender-based topics and

public law, restrictions on creative expression, hermeneu

reflect diverse views on the legal issues that shape the

tics (interpretive methodologies), and legal themes in

lives of men and women. It offers challenging and alter

works of literature are among the regular topics.

native perspectives on subjects ranging from health care

Communications in Transition Newsletter is an elec

to family law to civil rights. CWLJ was the first journal to

tronic journal for academics, government officials, and

publish a women's annotated legal bibliography.

foundation executives that traces media law and policies

Cardozo Journal of International and Comparative

in transitional democracies. It publishes peer-reviewed

Law provides a forum for original analysis of the legal,

essays; news articles; surveys of law, statutes, draft leg

political, and social changes that are transforming Europe

islation and comments; and book and conference reviews.

and the world. It offers critical discussions of diverse top

It is available at pcmlp.socleg.ox.ac.uk/transition.

ics, including human rights, constitutional law, environ
mental concerns, ethnic violence, and privatization.

New York Real Estate Reporter is a monthly survey

of the most important real estate cases decided in New
York. It provides concise summaries of court decisions
with analysis written by students. The Reporter also
publishes articles by leading practitioners and scholars
on topics of current importance to real estate lawyers.

MOOT COURT The Moot Court Honor Society is struc

The Jacob Burns Institute for Advanced Legal

tured like a publication, with editors and a staff of students

Studies is the center of the School’s pursuit of legal

selected on the basis of grades, writing ability, and oral

scholarship, supporting symposia, lectures, conferences,

advocacy skills. Students prepare problems for use in the

and faculty research.

first-year Moot Court Program and prepare bench mem

The Jacob Bum s Center for Ethics in the Practice of

oranda for use in interscholastic or intramural competi

Law sponsors courses, programs, and lectures that pro

tions. Selected students participate in numerous national

voke dialogue and critical thought on the ethical and moral

and regional moot court competitions in which the

challenges of legal

Cardozo teams have met with consistent success. In addi

practice. The Cen

tion, the Moot Court Honor Society organizes the nation

ter helps prepare

al Cardozo/BMI Entertainment and Communications Law

students to face

Moot Court Competition, held annually at Cardozo.

with integrity the
difficult and im-

SYMPOSIA AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Each year,

Cardozo invites eminent national and international
scholars and legal experts to participate in symposia and
deliver lectures.
The speakers’ in
sights on law,
social order, poli
tics, and ethics
broaden students’
The Honorable Ruth Bader Ginsburg
vision of society
and the role of the lawyer. Recent guests have included
Warren Buffett; Associate Justices Sandra Day O’Connor,
Anthony Kennedy, Ruth Bader Ginsburg, and Stephen
Breyer; King Juan Carlos I of Spain, former Israeli Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, Johnnie Cochran,
financier Michael Milken, philosopher Jacques Derrida,
NBA Commissioner David Stern, and Amb. Richard
Holbrooke.

Johnnie L. Cochran, Jr.

portant questions

that arise in all areas of legal practice.
The Floersheimer Center for Constitutional Demo
cracy, established in 2000, supports research by scholars

and policymakers, conferences, publications, and con
sultancies in the areas of comparative constitutionalism
and new democracies with a focus on challenges to con
stitutional governance here and abroad.
The Samuel and R onnie Heyman Center on Cor
porate Governance sponsors conferences, seminars,

and research on issues related to corporate and business
law and the role of corporations and corporate managers
in society. It brings visiting scholars to campus and pro
vides summer sti
pends to students
for internships in
the area of busi
ness regulation.
Warren Buffett

the ABA Client Counseling and Nego
tiation Competitions and the National
Environmental Negotiation Compe
tition.
The Leonard and Bea Diener
Institute o f Jewish Law supports

conferences, symposia, and scholar
Barbara Walters

Ambassador Richard Holbrooke

ship on issues of Jewish law.

The Howard M. Squadron Pro

The Stephen B. Siegel Program in Real Estate Law supports the real

gram in Law, Media, and Society

estate law curriculum and brings to Cardozo highly regarded practitioners

sponsors research and conferences,

and academics to address students and faculty on recent developments and

provides summer stipends for student

relevant issues in this field. The program also sponsors New York Real Estate

internships, and facilitates the ex

Reporter, a publication edited by Cardozo faculty and students.

change of information among stu
dents, scholars, professionals, and
policymakers on issues related to
telecommunications, publishing, and
entertainment law.
TWo endowed lectures, The Her
bert Ttenzer Memorial Lecture in
Intellectual Property and the Uri
and Caroline Bauer Memorial Lec
ture, bring prominent academics to

Associate Justices Anthony Kennedy, Sandra Day O'Connor, and Stephen Breyer

Cardozo each year for a major public
lecture.
The Kukin Program for Conflict
Resolution supports the Mediation

Clinic, and events and courses that
promote the study and practice of
various alternatives to litigation for
resolving conflict. The Kukin Program
also funds Cardozo's participation in

Rupert Murdoch

Senator Charles Schumer
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The International Institute, a

A joint effort with the Central

summer program held at the law

European University, Cardozo’s In

school of the Hebrew Univer

ternational Institute in Budapest

sity in Jerusalem, is jointly

began in 1991 and is the oldest Ameri

sponsored by TUlane Law School

can law school program in that city.

and Cardozo. A variety of courses,

It draws together a multinational fac

taught in English, are offered

ulty and student body to study con

for academic credit and reflect the

temporary legal problems with a

cultural, historical, and political tra

particular emphasis on issues such

ditions of Israel while providing

as privatization and international

exposure to areas of interest to all law

business, alternative dispute resolu

students. Uri and Caroline Bauer

tion, and comparative constitutional

Israel Program sponsors scholar

law. In addition to the classes given

governing the ways various coun

ships for Cardozo students attending

at the Legal Studies Department of

tries allocate power between share

the International Institute and offers

the CEU, students meet with officials

holders and managers and the roles

stipends for those students partici

of the Hungarian Supreme Court,

of outside directors, financial in

pating in internships at law firms,

Constitutional Court and Parliament.

stitutions, and institutional investors.

corporations, government, and public

Summer Program at Oxford

Participating students complete a

sector agencies. A reunion of Cardozo

University In 1998, Cardozo and

paper for academic credit during the

and Yeshiva University graduates prac

Oxford University’s Centre for Socio-

following fall semester. The Pro

ticing law in Israel is held at The

Legal Studies began two summer

gramme in Comparative Media Law

Hebrew University each summer in

programs to assist students in ex

and Policy at Oxford and the Squadron

conjunction with the International

ploring new areas of the law created

Program in Law, Media and Society

Institute.

by increased globalization, rapid

offer Media Law and New Communi

growth of international and transna

cations Tbchnology, a not-for-credit

tional firms as well as international

seminar designed to give prospective

technological advances. One, spon

law students insights into the critical

sored by The Samuel and Ronnie

issues in developing media, telecom

Heyman Center on Corporate Gover

munications, and Internet law and

nance and the Centre, is a seminar

policy around the world. Both pro

on comparative corporate gover

grams schedule guest lectures and

nance that explores domestic laws

feature trips to London.
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FACULTY Professors at Cardozo are vibrant, intellectually curious, and committed to the twin goals of teaching and

scholarship. About one-half hold advanced degrees in other disciplines; almost all have significant experience in
legal practice. Many are preeminent in their fields. The number and quality of their scholarly publications put the
Cardozo faculty in the top rank nationally. The adjunct faculty consist of leading members of the New York bar who
bring the insights and practical experience of daily work on the front lines. Cardozo faculty members are accessible,
and are dedicated to an educational collaboration with students.

PARIS R. BALDACCI

Clinical Professor of Law and
Supervising Attorney, Bet Tzedek
Legal Services Clinic
B.A., 1965, University of
Scranton; Ph.D., 1974, Marquette
University; J.D., 1987, City
University of New York
Professor Baldacci was an attorney with
the Legal Aid Society, Civil Division, where
he developed and coordinated a number
of significant cases in the areas of land
lord/ tenant law and public housing enti
tlements. He lectures and writes on tenant
succession rights, public housing and dis
ability issues, and has conducted training
sessions in these areas for the New York
State Bar Association, Practicing Law
Institute, Legal Aid Society, Association
of Ttenant and Housing Attorneys, Center
for the Independence of the Disabled in
New York, and Gay Men’s Health Crisis.
He is chair of the Housing Court Com
mittee of the Association of the Bar of the
City of New York, a member of the Judi
ciary Committee of the Association of the
Bar of the City of New York, and is on the
board of directors of Brooklyn Legal
Services, Corporation A.

Professor Brickman
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DAVID BLEICH

Herbert and Florence Tenzer Professor of
Jewish Law and Ethics
B.A., 1960, Brooklyn College; M.A., 1968,
Columbia University; Ph.D., 1974, New
York University
Dr. Bleich is professor of Tklmud (Rosh
Yeshiva) at Rabbi Isaac Elchanan Theo
logical Seminary, an affiliate of Yeshiva
University, and is head of its postgraduate
institute for the study of Iklmudic jurispru
dence and family law. He writes extensively
on Jewish law and ethics; among his pub
lished works are: Jewish Bioethics; With Per
fect Faith: Foundations ofJewish Belief; Con
temporary HalakhicProblems (four volumes);
Time of Death in Jewish Law; Judaism and
Healing; and Bioethical Dilemmas: A Jewish
Perspective, as well as the Hebrew-language Be-Netivot ha-Halakhah. He was a
Woodrow Wilson Fellow and a postdoc
toral fellow at the Hastings Center. He is
a fellow of the Academy of Jewish Phil
osophy and a member of the Governor’s
Commission on Life and the Law.
LESTER BRICKMAN

Professor of Law
B.S., 1961, Carnegie-Mellon
University; J.D., 1964, University of
Florida; LL.M., 1965, Yale University
Professor Brickman teaches contracts,
professional responsibility, and land use,
among other courses. His areas of exper
tise are lawyers’ ethics, with a focus on
lawyers’fees; tort reform, including admin
istrative alternatives to mass tort litiga
tion; and contingency fee reform. He is
widely quoted in the press, and his writ
ings have been influential in changing
policy with regard to nonrefundable retain
ers and in setting the tone for national
debate over tort reform. He has been a
member of the New York State Bar Associ
ation Committee on Professional Ethics,
the Committee on Professional Respon
sibility of the Association of the Bar of

the City of New York, and the New York
City Mayor’s Committee on the Judiciary.
He has consulted for the US Office of
Education, Ford Foundation, National
Science Foundation, Council on Legal
Education for Professional Responsibility,
American Bar Association, and others.

Professor Carlson
DAVID G. CARLSON

Professor of Law
B.A., 1974, University of California at
Santa Barbara; J.D., 1977, Hastings
College of Law, University of California
Professor Carlson is the author of more
than 50 articles on the subjects of debtorcreditor law and legal philosophy. He was
editor-in-chief of the Hastings Law Journal
and an associate at Cravath, Swaine S'
Moore. He recently published a revision
of Gilmore's classic treatise, now titled
Gilmore and Carlson on Secured Lending:
Claims in Bankruptcy. He teaches Hegel’s
Science of Logic, bankruptcy, commercial
law, and property.

associate with Cravath, Swaine & Moore.
He graduated magna cum laude from
law school and was administrative editor
of the Cardozo Law Review and an Alex
ander and a Belkin Fellow.
EDWARD DE GRAZIA

Professor de Grazia
LAURA E. CUNNINGHAM

Professor of Law
B.S. 1977, University of California at
Davis; J.D., 1980, Hastings College of
Law, University of California; LL.M.,
1988, New York University
Prior tojoining the Cardozo faculty in 1992,
Professor Cunningham was a member of
the San Francisco law firm of Janin,
Morgan & Brenner, where her practice
focused on tax and estate planning. From
1988 to 1991, she was acting assistant pro
fessor of law at New York University. In
1996-97, she was a visiting professor at
Hastings College of Law. She has written
on income tax, partnership tax, estate
tax, and trusts and estates, and is a coau
thor of The Logic of Subchapter K: A
Conceptual Guide to the Taxation of Part
nerships and Partners.
LAWRENCE A. CUNNINGHAM

Professor of Law and Director, The
Samuel and Ronnie Heyman Center on
Corporate Governance
B.A., 1985, University of Delaware;
J.D., 1988, Benjamin N. Cardozo
School of Law/Yeshiva University
Professor Cunningham teaches courses in
contracts and corporate law. In addition
to many articles on these subjects and on
legal ethics, he is the author of a popular
textbook on accounting for lawyers, the
coauthor of two widely used casebooks
(one on corporate law and one on corporate
finance), the compiler of the critically
acclaimed book, The Essays of Warren
Buffet: Lessons for Corporate America, and
the author of a trade book on investing.
Professor Cunningham is an editor of
Corbin on Contracts; a member of the
Securities Regulation Committee of the
Association of the Bar of the City of New
York; and director of the Independence
Standards Board’s Project on Audit Firm
Practice Structures. He was a corporate

Professor of Law
B.A., 1948, J.D., 1951, University of
Chicago
From 1956 to 1959, Professor de Grazia
served with the Office of Director
General of the United Nations Edu
cational, Scientific, and Cultural
Organization, Paris; then, as a consultant
with the US Department of State, and US
Agency for International Development. In
private practice, he specialized in interna
tional transactions, communications law,
and First Amendment litigation. He is
responsible for freeing from government
censorship Henry Miller's Tropic of
Cancer, William Burroughs’s Naked Lunch,
and the Swedish film I Am CuriousYellow. During this period, 1968-1972, he
was also director of Georgetown
University’s Program for Pretrial
Diversion of Accused Offenders to
Community Mental Health TYeatment
Programs and Associate Fellow of the
Institute for Policy Studies. He acted as
counsel for the Mobilization to End the
War in Vietnam and organized Volunteer
Lawyers to Defend the Demonstrators at
the Pentagon. Professor de Grazia was
managing editor of the University of
Chicago Law Review. He is the author of
Censorship Landmarks; Banned Films:
Movies, Censors, and the First Amendment
(with R. Newman) and Girls Lean Back
Everywhere: The Law of Obscenity and the
Assault on Genius. He is a member of PEN
American Center and its Freedom to Write
Committee, an editor of Cardozo Studies
in Law and Literature, and sits on the board
of governors of the Law & Humanities
Institute.
MITCHELL L. ENGLER

Associate Professor of Law
B.A., 1987, J.D., 1990, LL.M., 1991, New
York University
Professor Engler was an acting assistant
professor at New York University School
of Law from 1997-1999. For five years he
was an associate at Fried, Frank, Harris,
Shriver & Jacobson. He was an editor of
the New York University Law Review and
the Jhx Law Review. His scholarship
focuses on income tax.

TONI M. FINE

Lecturer in Law and Director, Graduate
and International Programs
B.A., 1983, State University of New
York at Binghamton; J.D., 1986, Duke
University
Before coming to Cardozo in 2000, Ms.
Fine was associate director of the Global
Law School Program at New York
University and acting director of that
school’s LL.M. Program in Comparative
Jurisprudence. She lectures frequently
here and abroad on graduate legal educa
tion in the US and teaches legal research
and writing and other lawyering skills.
Ms. Fine is the author of American Legal
Systems: A Resource and Reference Guide
and many articles. She is the chair, AALS
Section on Graduate Programs for Foreign
Students, and a member of the executive
committee, AALS Section on International
Legal Exchange.

Professor Gates
E. NATHANIEL GATES

Professor of Law
B.A., 1978, J.D., 1987, Yale University
Professor Gates practiced law in New
York for several years, first as an associ
ate with Simpson, Thacher & Bartlett,
and subsequently with Cleary, Gottlieb,
Steen & Hamilton. He is the editor of
Critical Race Theory: Essays on the Social
Construction and Reproduction of Race and
writes about American legal history. He is a
former Japan Foundation Fellow and a
recipient of a W. E. B. DuBois fellowship
from Harvard University. He also worked
in the Tbkyo offices of Nagashima & Ohno.
His areas of interest also include consti
tutional law, comparative law, employ
ment law, civil rights, and criminal law.
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PETER GOODRICH

Professor of Law
LL.B., 1975, University of Sheffield;
Ph.D., 1984, University of Edinburgh
Professor Goodrich was the founding
dean of the department of law, Birkbeck
College, University of London, where he
was also the Corporation of London
Professor of Law. He has written exten
sively in the areas of law and literature
and semiotics and has authored 10 books.
He is editor of the International Journal
for the Semiotics of Law and editor-in-chief
of Law and Critique.
Professor Goodrich
MINASSE HAILE
MYRIAM E. GILLES

Assistant Professor of Law
B.A., 1993, Harvard University; J.D.,
1996, Yale University
Professor Gilles was a litigation associate
in the New York office of Kirkland & Ellis
before coming to Cardozo in 1997 as a
lecturer and director of the academic
support program. Her areas of teaching
and research include civil rights, legal
method, and torts. She is a consultant and
frequent lecturer on civil rights litigation.
TOBY GOLICK

Clinical Professor of Law and Director,
Bet Tzedek Legal Services Clinic
B.A., 1966, Barnard College; J.D., 1969,
Columbia University
Professor Golick has worked in legal ser
vices for the poor since her graduation
from law school. As a senior attorney at
Legal Services for the Elderly in New York
City for 10 years, she litigated important
cases involving the rights of the elderly
and disabled. She is a frequent lecturer
on public benefits and health law issues.

Professor of Law
B.A., 1950, University of Wisconsin;
J.D., 1954, M.A., 1997, Ph.D., 1961,
Columbia University
Professor Haile came to Cardozo after an
illustrious career in his native Ethiopia,
where he helped draft the first civil service
regulations and helped establish the first
Personnel Administrative Agency. He was
Minister of Information, Culture, and
Tburism, while simultaneously serving as
chairman of the Emperor’s Private Cabinet,
comprising the departments of Foreign
Affairs, Judicial Affairs, Economic Affairs,
Social Affairs, Chief of Staff Section, Ex
ternal Security, and Religious Affairs.
From 1968 to 1971 he was Ambassador of
Ethiopia to the US. Then he became Min
ister of Foreign Affairs, heading Ethiopia’s
delegations to the United Nations General
Assembly, Organization of African Unity,
Non-Aligned Nations Conferences, Con
ferences of East and Central African States,
as well as other international and regional
conferences and bilateral meetings. He
was chairman of the Council of Ministers
of the Organization of African Unity. His
areas of expertise include human rights
and international organizations.

DAVID GOLOVE

Associate Professor of Law
B.A., 1979, J.D., 1982, University of
California at Berkeley; LL.M., 1993,
Yale University
Prior tojoining Cardozo’s faculty, Professor
Golove taught law at the University of
Arizona. In 1996 he coauthored, with
Bruce Ackerman, Is NAFTA Constitutional?
He was in private practice for several years
and was a partner at the firm Rabinowitz,
Boudin, Standard, Krinsky & Lieberman.
At Yale, he was a Ford Foundation Public
International Law Fellow. After receiving
his J.D., he clerked for Judge Marilyn Hall
Patel, US District Court for the Northern
District of California. Professor Golove’s
areas of expertise are constitutional law
and international law.

MALVINA HALBERSTAM

Professor of Law
B.A., 1957, Brooklyn College; J.D., 1961,
M.I.A., 1964, Columbia University
Professor Halberstam is a member of
Cardozo’s founding faculty. She has also
taught at Loyola (Los Angeles), University
of Southern California, University of Ttexas,
University of Virginia, and The Hebrew
University law schools. She clerked for
Judge Edmund Palmieri, served as an
assistant district attorney under Frank
Hogan, as a reporter for the American
Law Institute (Model Penal Code Project),
and as a counselor on international law
for the US Department of State, Office of
the Legal Advisor. As counselor, she super

vised the State Department’s comments on
what became the Restatement of US
Foreign Relations Law and headed the US
delegation in the negotiations on the
Convention for the Suppression of Unlaw
ful Acts Against the Safety of Maritime
Navigation, adopted in Rome in 1988. She is
coauthor of Women's Legal Rights: Inter
national Covenants an Alternative to the
E.R.A.? and has lectured widely and pub
lished articles on international law, US for
eign relations law, human rights, women's
rights, the Arab-Israeli conflict, and crim
inal law and procedure. She is a member
of the American Law Institute, Advisory
Committee of the ABA Standing Com
mittee on Law and National Security, and
a member and NGO representative for the
International Association of Jewish Law
yers and Jurists. Professor Halberstam was
articles and reviews editor of the Columbia
Law Review, a Kent Scholar twice, a Harlan
Fiske Stone Scholar, and recipient of the
Jane Marks Murphy Prize.
MARCI A. HAMILTON

Thomas H. Lee Chair in Public Law and
Director, Intellectual Property Program
B.A., 1979, Vanderbilt University;
M.A., 1982, 1984, Pennsylvania State
University; J.D., 1988, University of
Pennsylvania
Professor Hamilton publishes extensively
and lectures frequently in the areas of
intellectual property and constitutional
law and is often involved in appellate lit
igation addressing cutting-edge constitu
tional law issues. She clerked for Associate
Justice Sandra Day O’Connor of the US
Supreme Court and Judge Edward R.
Becker of the US Court of Appeals for the
Third Circuit. She graduated summa cum
laude from Vanderbilt University and
magna cum laude from the University of
Pennsylvania Law School. She is a member
of Phi Beta Kappa and the Order of the
Coif. Professor Hamilton was editor-inchief of the University of Pennsylvania Law
Review. She is chair of the AALS Law and
Religion Section and a member of the
Board of Editors of the Journal of the Copy
right Society ofthe U.S.A. Professor Hamilton
was a visiting scholar at Princeton Theo
logical Seminary in 1998-99.

EVA H. HANKS

MICHAEL ERIC HERZ

LELA PORTER LOVE

Dr. Samuel Belkin Professor of Law
and Society
Referendar, 1951, Freie Universitat
Berlin, Faculty of Law; LL.B., 1960,
University of California at Los Angeles;
LL.M., 1962, J.S.D., 1969, Columbia
University
Professor Hanks began her career as an
associate in law at Columbia University. For
many years, she taught at Rutgers
(Newark) University School of Law, where
she was a Distinguished Professor of Law
and twice served as associate dean. She is
a member of Cardozo's founding faculty
and served as associate dean for academic
affairs in the School’s early years. She has
been a visiting professor at Indiana (Bloom
ington) School of Law, New York Univer
sity Law School, and the Woodrow Wilson
School of Princeton University. She is the
author of articles on water law, and co
authored, with John Hanks and Dan Tkrlock, a pioneering casebook on environ
mental law and policy. Most recently, she
published Elements of Law, coauthored
with Michael Herz and Steven Nemerson.

Professor of Law
B.A., 1979, Swarthmore College;
J.D., 1982, University of Chicago
Professor Herz came to Cardozo from the
Environmental Defense Fund. He
clerked for Associate Justice Byron R.
White of the US Supreme Court and for
Judge Levin H. Campbell of the US Court
of Appeals for the First Circuit. Dean
Herz was comment editor of The Univer
sity of Chicago Law Review. His areas of
interest include constitutional law, environ
mental law, and the legislative process.

Clinical Professor of Law and Director,
Kukin Program for Conflict Resolution
and the Cardozo Mediation Clinic
B.A., 1973, Harvard University;
M.Ed., 1975, Virginia Commonwealth
University; J.D., 1979, Georgetown
University
Professor Love has been a mediator, arbi
trator, and dispute resolution consultant
in a variety of community, family, com
mercial, and public disputes. She was
awarded a citation by the City of Glen
Cove for successfully mediating a long
standing dispute between the city and its
Salvadoran community. Professor Love
was elected an honorary fellow of the
American College of Civil Tiial Mediators.
She has trained mediators and developed
ADR programs and materials for Florida
and Michigan, Louisiana’s Office of
Workers' Compensation, and the New
York State Unified Court System.

KYRON JAMES HUIGENS

Associate Professor of Law
A.B., 1981, Washington University;
J.D., 1984, Cornell University
In private practice, Professor Huigens spe
cialized in criminal defense and family
law. As a deputy prosecuting attorney in
Washington State, he was assigned to the
prosecution of juvenile offenses and prose
cuted sex offenses, domestic assault, and
child abuse cases. He clerked for Justice
Fred H. Dore of the Washington State
Supreme Court.
ARTHUR J. JACOBSON

Professor Hamilton

Max Freund Professor of Litigation
& Advocacy
B.A., 1969, J.D., 1974, Ph.D., 1978,
Harvard University
Professor Jacobson was an associate with
the firm of Cleary, Gottlieb, Steen & Ham
ilton. He holds a Ph.D. in government;
his thesis was on the political philosophy
of Hegel. His scholarly work has focused
on the idea of dynamic jurisprudence.
Professor Jacobson's areas of teaching in
clude litigation, contracts, and legal theory.
MELANIE LESLIE

JOHN L. HANKS

Professor of Law
B.S., 1966, J.D., 1968, Rutgers University;
M.A., LL.M., 1972, Columbia University
Professor Hanks is a member of Cardozo's
founding faculty. He was appointed spe
cial master by US District Court Judge
Robert L. Carter in 1980 to implement a
court decree ordering the City of New
York to construct two sewage treatment
plants costing over $1.5 billion. Professor
Hanks was also director of franchises for
the City of New York and director of the
Bureau of Management and Budget for
the Bronx Borough President.

Associate Professor of Law
B.A., 1983, University of Oregon;
J.D., 1991, Benjamin N. Cardozo
School of Law/Yeshiva University
Professor Leslie clerked for Judge Gary S.
Stein of the NJ Supreme Court and was
an associate at McCarter & English in
Newark, NJ, from 1992 to 1995. She was
executive editor of Cardozo Law Review
and 1991 recipient of the Jacob Burns
Medal for outstanding contribution to a
law journal. She graduated magna cum
laude from Cardozo. Professor Leslie
teaches Property, Tfusts and Estates, and
Evidence; her scholarship has focused on
the law of wills and gifts.

PETER LUSHING

Professor of Law
B.A., 1962, LL.B., 1965, Columbia
University
Prior to joining the faculty at Cardozo,
Professor Lushing was a trial attorney in
the criminal division of the Legal Aid
Society; administrative assistant district
attorney in the New York County District
Attorney’s Office, and chief of its Appeals
Bureau; an associate with a New York
City law firm; and a private practitioner
specializing in appellate litigation. Profes
sor Lushing was notes and comments
editor of the Columbia Law Review, a Kent
Scholar in his first year, and twice a Harlan
Fiske Stone Scholar. He was law clerk to
Judge Wilfred Feinherg of the US Court of
Appeals for the Second Circuit. He was a
member of the Eastern District Criminal
Litigation Committee and executive direc
tor of the New York Council of Defense
Lawyers.

Professor Leslie

MICHEL ROSENFELD

JOHN OLDHAM MCGINNIS

WILLIAM F. PATRY

Professor of Law
B.A., 1978, Harvard University; M.A.,
1980, Oxford University; J.D., 1983,
Harvard University
Professor McGinnis teaches constitutional
law, international trade, and law and biol
ogy. From 1987 to 1991, he was deputy
assistant attorney general, Office of Legal
Counsel, Department of Justice. Prior to
that, he was an associate at Sullivan &
Cromwell and law clerk to Judge Kenneth
W. Starr, US Court of Appeals for the DC
Circuit. He was an editor of the Harvard
Law Review.

Associate Professor of Law
B.A., 1974, M.A., 1976, San Francisco
State University; J.D., 1980, University
of Houston
Professor Patry was counsel at the House
Committee on the Judiciary, Subcom
mittee on Intellectual Property and
Judicial Administration from 1992 to
1995. Prior to this appointment, he was
for four years Policy Planning Advisor to
the Register of Copyrights, US Copyright
Office, where he advised on domestic
and international copyright policy
issues. In addition, he has extensive law
firm experience. He is the author of two
leading treatises: Copyright Law and
Practice and The Fair Use Privilege and
Copyright Law.

LESLIE S. NEWMAN

Associate Professor of Law and
Director of Legal Writing
A. B., M.A., 1975, Brown University;
J.D., 1978, Boston University
Until 1985, when she came to Cardozo,
Professor Newman was managing attor
ney at Greater Boston Legal Services.
While there, she also held the position of
senior attorney for housing, responsible
for housing law reform litigation. She
was lead counsel for the plaintiff class of
more than 50,000 public housing tenants
in a major institutional litigation case
against the Boston Housing Authority. In
addition to directing the Legal Writing
program, she teaches Elements of Law.
JONATHAN H. OBERMAN

Clinical Associate Professor of Law
B. A., 1974, M.A., 1976, M.Phil., 1979,
Columbia University; J.D., 1982,
Northeastern School of Law
Professor Oherman is a specialist in crim
inal defense. He was supervising attor
ney at Neighborhood Defender Service
of Harlem, providing all aspects of crim
inal defense. He served as supervising
attorney for the Criminal Defense
Division of the New York Legal Aid Society,
where he also was an associate appellate
counsel in the Criminal Appeals Bureau.
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Justice Sydney L. Robbins
Professor of Human Rights
B.A., 1969, M.A., 1971, M.Phil., 1978,
Ph.D., 1991, Columbia University;
J.D., 1974, Northwestern University
Professor Rosenfeld was an associate with
both Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom
and Rosenman, Colin, Freund, Lewis &
Cohen. His primary teaching and schol
arly interests are constitutional law, com
parative constitutionalism, jurisprudence,
and the philosophy of human rights. Pro
fessor Rosenfeld has lectured widely in the
US, Eastern and Western Europe, the
Middle East, North Africa, and Canada. He
is the author ofJust Interpretations: Law Be
tween Ethics and Politics and Affirmative
Action and Justice: A Philosophical and Con
stitutional Inquiry, which in 1992 was
named outstanding book on the subject of
human rights in the US by the Gustave
Meyers Center. He is the coeditor of Hegel
and Legal Theory; Habermas on Law and
Democracy: Critical Exchanges, Decon
struction and the Possibility of Justice; and
editor of Constitutionalism, Identity,
Difference and Legitimacy: Theoretical Per
spectives. Professor Rosenfeld is an affiliated
member of the graduate faculty of the New
School University. He is the president of
the International Association of Consti
tutional Law and a founding member and
vice president of the United States
Association of Constitutional Law.

MONROE E. PRICE

Joseph and Sadie Danciger Professor of
Law and Director, Howard M. Squadron
Program in Law, Media and Society
B.A., 1960, LL.B., 1964, Yale University
Professor Price, who was dean of Cardozo
from 1982 to 1991, graduated magna cum
laude from Yale, where he was executive
editor of the Yale Law Journal. He clerked
for Associate Justice Potter Stewart of
the US Supreme Court and was an assis
tant to Secretary of Labor W. Willard
Wirtz. He is codirector of the Program in
Comparative Media Law and Policy at
Wolfson College, Oxford, and a member
of the faculty of social science at the
Institute for Advanced Study in Prince
ton. Professor Price was a senior fellow
of the Media Studies Center in spring
1998. He was deputy director of
California Indian Legal Services, one of
the founders of the Native American
Rights Fund, and author of Law and the
American Indian. Among his many books
are a treatise on cable television and
Television, The Public Sphere and National
Identity. He is the American director of
the Moscow Center on Media Law and
Policy Studies.

DAVID RUDENSTINE

Dr. Herman George and Kate Kaiser
Professor of Constitutional Law
B.A., 1963, M.A.T., 1965, Yale University;
J.D., 1969, New York University
Professor Rudenstine, who teaches con
stitutional law, the First Amendment, civil
procedure, cultural property, and labor
arbitration, is the author of The Day the
Presses Stopped: A History of the Pentagon
Papers Case. Before joining the Cardozo
faculty, he was a staff attorney in the New
York City Legal Services Program; director
of the Citizen’s Inquiry on Parole and
Criminal Justice, Inc., a nonprofit research
corporation; counsel to the National News
Council; and a project director, associate
director, and acting executive director of
the New York Civil Liberties Union. He is
the primary author of Prison Without Walls:
Report on New York Parole and author of
Rights of Ex-Offenders. Professor Ruden
stine was dean ad interim for 1996-97 and
associate dean for academic affairs from
1994 to 1996. He was a fellow in the New
York University Arthur Garfield Hays Civil
Liberties Program, and spent two years as
a Peace Corps volunteer in Uganda.

National Institute of Justice’s Commis
sion on the Future of DNA Evidence. In
addition to the work he has done through
Cardozo’s Innocence Project, which has
represented more than three dozen men
who were exonerated through postcon
viction DNA testing, Scheck has repre
sented such notable clients as Hedda
Nussbaum, O. J. Simpson, Louise Wood
ward, and Abner Louima. Prior to joining
the Cardozo faculty, he was a staff attor
ney at the Legal Aid Society of New York.
JEANNE L. SCHROEDER

Professor Schroeder
LESLIE SALZMAN

Clinical Professor of Law and
Supervising Attorney, Bet Tzedek Legal
Services Clinic
B.A., 1978, TUfts University;
J.D., 1981, New York University
Professor Salzman was an attorney at
New York Lawyers for the Public Interest,
where she specialized in litigation con
cerning the rights of individuals with
physical and mental disabilities. She was
also an attorney in the housing unit at
South Brooklyn Legal Services and served
as Pro Se Law Clerk for the US Court of
Appeals for the Second Circuit.
BARRY C. SCHECK

Professor of Law and Director of
Clinical Legal Education
B.S., 1971, Yale University; J.D., M.C.P.,
1974, University of California at Berkeley
Professor Scheck is known for his land
mark litigation setting standards for
forensic applications of DNA technology.
Since 1988, his and Peter Neufeld’s work
in this area have shaped the course of
case law across the country and led to an
influential study by the National Academy
of Sciences on forensic DNA testing, as
well as important state and federal legis
lation. He and Neufeld coauthored with
Jim Dwyer Actual Innocence: Five Days to
Execution and Other Dispatches from the
Wrongly Convicted. Professor Scheck is a
commissioner on New York's Forensic
Science Review Board, a body that regu
lates all of the state’s crime and forensic
DNA laboratories. He serves on the board
of directors of the National Association
of Criminal Defense Lawyers and on the

Professor of Law
B.A., 1975, Williams College;
J.D., 1978, Stanford University
Professor Schroeder, who practiced as a
corporate finance lawyer for 12 years
with the New York firm of Milgrim
Thomajan & Lee, teaches commercial,
corporate, and securities law. Her schol
arly interests range from commercial
law doctrine to feminist jurisprudential
theory. Her current work is on recent
amendments to Article 8 of the Uniform
Commercial Code and in developing a
feminist theory of property incorporating
the political philosophy of G.W. F. Hegel
and the psychoanalytic theories ofJacques
Lacan. Her book on this subject, The Vestal
and the Fasces: Hegel, Lacan, Property, and
the Feminine, was published in 1998.
WILLIAM SCHWARTZ

University Professor of Law
J.D., 1955, A.M., 1960, Boston University;
L.H.D., 1996, Hebrew College;
L.H.D., 1998, Yeshiva University
Professor Schwartz is the former vice pres
ident for academic affairs, Yeshiva Uni
versity; dean of the Boston University
School of Law; general director of the
Association of Trial Lawyers of America;
a member of the Legal Advisory Commit
tee of the New York Stock Exchange;
chairman of the Legal Advisory Board,
National Commission on Medical Mal
practice; and a representative (NGO
Section) to the United Nations. He also is
a member of the board of Viacom Inc.,
chairman of the board of UST Corp., and
a member of the advisory board of WCI
Steel Inc. He specializes in estate plan
ning, property, and torts. Professor
Schwartz is the author of 18 books and
more than 50 law review articles.

SCOTT J. SHAPIRO

Associate Professor of Law
B.A., 1987, M.Phil., 1992, Ph.D., 1996,
Columbia University;
J.D., 1990, Yale University
Prior to joining the Cardozo faculty, Pro
fessor Shapiro was a volunteer attorney
at the Center for Battered Women’s Legal
Services. He taught social and political
philosophy at Columbia University, where
he received the National Endowment for
the Humanities Dissertation Grant and
was a Columbia University President’s
Fellow and Mellon Foundation Faculty
Fellow. He was a senior editor of the Yale
Law Review and is a member of Phi Beta
Kappa.

Professor Shapiro
PAUL M. SHUPACK

Professor of Law
A.B., 1961, Columbia University;
J.D., 1970, University of Chicago
Professor Shupack teaches contracts and
commercial law. He is a representative
of the American Law Institute to the
Uniform Commercial Code Drafting Com
mittee for revision of Articles 3, 4, and 4a.
He also served as the coreporter for the
ABA Task Force on asset securitization
and the coreporter for the ABAThsk Force
on electronic negotiable instruments.
He is the consultant to the New York Law
Revision Commission for Article 9 of the
Uniform Commercial Code. He also did
graduate work and was a teaching fellow
in government at Harvard University.
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JONATHAN L. F. SILVER

SUZANNE LAST STONE

PAUL R. VERKUIL

Professor of Law
B.A., 1969, Yale University; J.D., 1973,
University of Pennsylvania
Professor Silver received his law degree
cum laude, was a member of the Order
of the Coif, and received the Jefferson B.
Fordham Award. He coauthored the book
Dissent Without Opinion: The Behavior of
Justice William O. Douglas in Federal Tax
Cases. Professor Silver was a clerk to
Judge William H. Hastie of the US Court
of Appeals for the Third Circuit, was an
associate in law at Columbia University,
served with the Office of the General
Counsel, US Nuclear Regulatory Commis
sion, and has done consulting work for
the National Academy of Sciences. He is
a director of the Center for First
Amendment Rights, Inc. Professor Silver
is a member of Cardozo's founding faculty.

Professor of Law
B.A., 1974, Princeton University;
J.D., 1978, Columbia University
Professor Stone graduated from Princeton
summa cum laude. Before entering law
school, she was a Danforth Fellow in
Jewish history and classical religions at
Yale University. She was writing and
research editor of the Columbia Law
Review and a Harlan Fiske Stone Scholar.
She clerked for Judge John Minor Wisdom
of the US Court of Appeals for the Fifth
Circuit and was associated with the firm
of Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton &
Garrison. She teaches procedure, federal
courts, and law and religion; her primary
area of scholarship is Jewish law.

Professor of Law and Dean (1997-2000)
A. B., 1961, College of William and
Mary; LL.B., 1967, University of
Virginia; LL.M., 1969, New York
University; M.A., 1971, New School
for Social Research; J.S.D., 1972,
New York University
Dean Verkuil's academic career focuses on
the fields of administrative law and govern
ment regulation; he has published widely
in these areas. After practice at two lead
ing law firms in New York, he served on
the University of North Carolina, TUlane
University, and College of William and
Mary law faculties, and as dean of Tblane
Law School and president of the College
of William and Mary. In 1992, he entered
the corporate world as president and CEO
of the American Automobile Association,
a 40-million-member organization. Before
becoming dean of Cardozo in 1997, he
was a visiting professor at the University
of Pennsylvania and Columbia Univer
sity. He served as Special Master in the
case of New Jersey v. New York involving
the sovereignty of Ellis Island. His current
research is on the relationship between
the public, private, and not-for-profit sec
tors of the economy.

EDWARD STEIN

Associate Professor of Law
B.A., 1987, Williams College; Ph.D.,
1992, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology; J.D., 2000, Yale University
Professor Stein joined the Cardozo faculty
in 2000, having previously taught in the
philosophy departments at Yale Univer
sity, Mount Holyoke College, and NewYork
University. He is the author of numerous
articles and books, including The Mismeasure of Desire: The Science, Theory and
Ethics of Sexual Orientation and Without
Good Reason: The Rationality Debate in
Philosophy and Cognitive Science. He teaches
Evidence, Family Law, and a course on
gender and sexual orientation.

PETER TILLERS

Professor of Law
B.A., 1966, Yale University; J.D., 1969,
LL.M., 1972, Harvard University
Professor Tillers specializes in the law of
evidence, the process of fact investiga
tion, and the logic of inductive inference.
He is a reviser of Wigmore's classic trea
tise on the law of evidence and has pub
lished a variety of articles on evidence,
inference, and investigation. He is for
mer chairman and secretary of the evi
dence section of the Association of
American Law Schools. He was a Fellow
of Law & Humanities at Harvard Uni
versity and a Senior Max Rheinstein
Fellow at the University of Munich.
Professor Tillers was legal advisor for the
Latvian mission to the United Nations
during the 48th Session of the General
Assembly.

STEWART E. STERK

Senior Associate Dean and
H. Bert and Ruth Mack Professor of
Real Estate Law
B.A., 1973, J.D., 1976, Columbia
University
Professor Sterk served as an advisor in
the preparation of the Restatement
(Third) of Property (Servitudes), and has
coauthored a leading casebook on trusts
and estates. He is editor of New York Real
Estate Reporter and writes and teaches in
the areas of property, conflict of laws,
trusts and estates, and copyright. Pro
fessor Sterk was managing editor of the
Columbia Law Review and clerked for
two years for Chief Judge Charles D.
Breitel of the New York Court of Appeals.

Professor Sterk

RICHARD H. WEISBERG

Walter Floersheimer Professor of
Constitutional Law
B. A., 1965, Brandeis University; Ph.D.,
1970, Cornell University; J.D., 1974,
Columbia University
Professor Weisberg is involved in theore
tical and litigation-oriented approaches
to the subject of his book Vichy Law and
the Holocaust in France. He also has pio
neered the worldwide “Law and Literature"
movement and is the author of The Failure
of the Word; When Lawyers Write and
Poethics: And Other Strategies of Law and
Literature. An editor of the Columbia Law
Review, he was associated with Cleary,
Gottlieb, Steen &Hamilton. Professor Weis
berg was a fellow of the National Endow
ment for the Humanities and the Society
for the Humanities of Cornell Univer
sity. From 1979 to 1986, he was president
of the Law and Humanities Institute and
has been its chair since 1987. In 1983, he
became chair of the Law and Humanities
Section of the American Association of
Law Schools. He has received numerous
fellowships, including ones from the
American Council of Learned Societies
and the Rockefeller Foundation. In 1998,
he was named a Guggenheim Fellow for his
study of the privatization of public dis
course. Professor Weisberg is general editor
of Cardozo Studies in Law and Literature.

>■

LYNN WISHART

Professor of Legal Research and
Director of the Law Library
A.B., 1969, West Virginia University;
A.M.L.S., 1971, University of Michigan;
J.D., 1977, Washington University
Before coming to Cardozo, Professor Wishart was the associate director of the law
libraries at Georgetown University and
at Washington and Lee. Professor Wishart
has chaired committees of the American
Library Association and American Asso
ciation of Law Libraries. She publishes in
the library literature and frequently pre
sents papers at library conferences. In 1996,
she received the West Excellence in Aca
demic Law Librarianship Award.
CHARLES M. YABLON

Professor of Law
B.A., 1972, Columbia University; J.D.,
1975, Yale University
Professor Yablon graduated magna cum
laude from Columbia University. He was
clerk to Chief Judge Irving R. Kaufman,
US Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit.
Professor Yablon was an associate at Cravath,
Swaine 6" Moore and then at Skadden,
Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom. He teaches
civil procedure, jurisprudence, and cor
porations.
ELLEN C. YAROSHEFSKY

Clinical Professor of Law
B.A., 1969, J.D., 1975, Rutgers University
Aformer litigator with the Center for Consti
tutional Rights and a private practitioner,
Professor Yaroshefsky began her career as
an attorney for the Puyallup Indian Tiibe.
She also was an attorney at the Seattle
King County Public Defender’s Office.
She has written and lectured extensively
on aspects of ethics, trial practice, battered
women, and victims' rights. She directs
Cardozo’s Ural Advocacy Program and its
Jacob Burns Ethics Center and is a board
member of numerous civil rights organiza
tions. She specializes in civil rights cases
and criminal defense and teaches Pro
fessional Responsibility.
EDWARD A. ZELINSKY

Professor of Law
B.A., 1972, M.A., J.D., 1975, M.Phil., 1978,
Yale University
Professor Zelinsky was an editor of the Yale
Law Journal and a teaching fellow in the
Yale University Department of Economics.
Professor Zelinsky was law clerk to Judge
J. Joseph Smith of the US Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit. He is a member
of Phi Beta Kappa and served seven terms
as an alderman of New Haven.

SHLOMO AVINERI

Visiting Professor of Law,
Fall 2001
Ph.D., 1963, The Hebrew
University of Jerusalem
MB Professor Avineri is Herbert
Samuel Professor of Political Science at
the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. He
has held visiting appointments at Yale,
Cornell, the University of California, and
Oxford University, among others. From
1975 to 1977 he was Director-General of
Israel’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs and
headed the Israeli Delegation to the
UNESCO General Assembly in Nairobi.
From 1990 to 1992 he was an observer to
the first postcommunist elections in
Czechoslovakia. His many books include
The Social and Political Thought of Karl
Marx, Hegel's Theory of the Modem State,
and Israel and the Palestinians.
BARTON BEEBE

Visiting Professor of Law, 2000-01
B.A., 1992, University of Chicago;
Ph.D., 1998, Princeton University;
J.D., 2000, Yale University
Professor Beebe was senior editor of Yale
Law Journal and articles editor of Yale
Journal of Law &Humanities and has pub
lished notes and case notes in the Yale
Law Journal. He holds a doctoral degree
in English literature and his scholarship
interests lie in the intersection of his two
fields. He will teach Copyright, lYademark, and Federal Regulation of the
Electronic Media.

Professor Avineri

GEORGE FLETCHER

Visiting Professor of Law, Spring 2001
B.A., 1960, University of California at
Berkeley; J.D. 1963, M.C.L., 1965,
University of Chicago
Professor Fletcher has been the Cardozo
Professor of Jurisprudence at Columbia
University since 1993. His areas of ex
pertise are comparative law, criminal law,
and legal philosophy. He has written
several books and won a Silver Gavel
Award for A Crime of Self-Defense: Bernhard Goetz and The Law on Trial. He has
been a visiting professor at many law
schools including Harvard University,
Yale University, Goethe University in
Germany, and The Hebrew University of
Jerusalem.
OREN GROSS

ARNOLD ENKER

Visiting Professor of Law, Spring 2001
B.A., 1955, Yeshiva College; J.D., 1958,
Harvard University
Professor Enker is a member of the fac
ulty at Bar Ilan University in Israel, where
he has taught since 1970. He began his
career in the US Attorney’s Office in
New York. He then taught at the Univer
sity of Minnesota Law School before
moving to Bar Ilan as the founding dean
of the law school. He has taught at a
number of American law schools, includ
ing Chicago, Michigan, Duke, NYU, and
Penn, and has written widely, in both
English and Hebrew, on criminal law top
ics. At Cardozo, he will teach Criminal
Law and Evidence.

Visiting Professor of Law, Fall 2001
LL.B., 1986, Tfel-Aviv University; LL.M.,
1992, S.J.D., 1997, Harvard University
Professor Gross teaches international
law, international business transactions,
and international trade law at Tfel Aviv
University. He was a senior legal advisory
officer for the Israeli Defense Forces and
Ministry of Defense from 1986 to 1991.
He graduated magna cum laude from Tfel
Aviv University and was an editor of the
Law Review there. He was an associate
for one year at Sullivan & Cromwell, was
a Guberman Fellow at Brandeis Univer
sity, and a Fulbright Scholar at Harvard.
He frequently writes and lectures about
human rights and international law.

>
GERALD GUNTHER

URIEL PROCACCIA

Visiting Professor of Law, Fall 2001
A. B., 1949, Brooklyn College; M.A.,
1950, Columbia University; LL.B.,
1953, Harvard University; LL.D., 1987,
Chicago-Kent Law School; LL.D., 1990,
Brooklyn Law School
Professor Gunther has taught at Stanford
University Law School since 1972 and is
the William Nelson Cromwell Professor
emeritus. His areas of interest are consti
tutional law, federal jurisdiction, and legal
history. He is author of several books, in
cluding the leading constitutional law
casebook and an award-winning biogra
phy of Judge Learned Hand, for whom
he clerked from 1953 to 1954. He also
clerked for Chief Justice Earl Warren
from 1954 to 1955. Professor Gunther was
an associate at Cleary, Gottlieb, Friendly
& Hamilton for three years and then a
professor at Columbia University for six
years. He was a Guggenheim Fellow, a
NEH Senior Fellow, and is a fellow of the
American Academy of Arts and Sciences.
He has been a visiting professor at many
universities in this country and in China,
Austria, Ghana, and Israel.

Visiting Professor of Law, 2000-01
LL.B., 1967, LL.M., 1969, The Hebrew
University of Jerusalem; S.J.D., 1972,
University of Pennsylvania
Professor Procaccia is former dean of the
Faculty of Law at The Hebrew University
where he teaches Corporation Law and
Securities Regulation. He drafted a bill
for a new corporate code for the State of
Israel that is pending final approval in
the Knesset. He also has an active pri
vate corporate practice and was counsel
in a lawsuit between the Kibbutzim and
Israeli banks that was the largest finan
cial dispute in Israel’s legal history. He is
the author of several books and dozens
of articles, and has taught at schools all
over the world.

JOHN F. HICKS

Visiting Professor of Law, Spring 2001
B. A., 1964, J.D., 1967, Baylor
University; LL.M., 1972, University of
Illinois
Professor Hicks has been a professor at
the University of Thlsa since 1968 and
was associate dean for academic affairs
there from 1984 to 1987. He has been a
visiting professor at several law schools
including University of California at
Hastings. He frequently participates in
panels on estate planning, land use, and
real estate transactions. He has been
repeatedly named outstanding faculty
member at the University of Uilsa.
JENNIFER J. PARISH

Visiting Clinical Professor of Law,
2000-01

B.A., 1992, Austin College; J.D., 1996,
New York University
Since 1996, Professor Parish has been a
staff attorney at the Legal Aid Society,
Criminal Defense Division, where she
serves as lead counsel on felony and
misdemeanor cases. She has worked for
Brooklyn Legal Services, Corporation B;
Neighborhood Defender Service of
Harlem; Center for Constitutional Rights;
and at Research, Education, and Advocacy
to Combat Homelessness. At New York
University, she was an editor of Review of
Law & Social Change.
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R. GLENN BAUER

Retired Senior Partner, Haight,
Gardner, Holland & Knight
B.A., 1946, Yale University;
D
—
* B.S., 1948, J.D., 1951, University
Q of Michigan
<
SIMEON H. B AUM

President, Resolve Mediation Services, Inc.
B.A., 1976, M.A., 1979, Colgate
University; J.D., 1982, Fordham
University
PETER L. BERGER

Senior Partner, Levisohn, Lerner,
Berger & Langsam
B.S., 1961, City College of New York;
J.D., 1966, George Washington
University
BARRY BERKMAN

ANDRAS SAJO

Visiting Professor of Law, Spring 2001
J.D., 1972, ELTE Law School; Ph.D.,
1977, Doctor of Legal Studies, 1982,
Hungarian Academy of Sciences
Professor Sajo is the author of several
books on social and legal change, inter
national law, and legal philosophy. He
was founding dean of the department of
Legal Studies at Central European Uni
versity in Budapest, and chaired the Con
stitutional Studies program there. He was
a scientific counselor and a senior fellow
at the Hungarian Academy of Sciences.
Professor Sajo served as deputy chair
man of the National Deregulation Board
of Hungary and taught comparative and
international law at the School of
Economics in Budapest.

Partner, Berkman, Bottger & Rodd
B.A., 1962, Harvard University;
LL.B., 1965, Stanford University
ANDREW S. BERKMAN

Counsel, Milstein Properties, DeBeitler
B.A., 1966, Yale University;
J.D., 1971, New York University
A D A M J. BERNER

The Law & Mediation Offices
of Adam J. Berner
B.S., 1990, Sy Syms School of
Business/Yeshiva University;
M.A., 1994, Bernard Revel Graduate
School/Yeshiva University;
J.D. 1994, Benjamin N. Cardozo
School of Law/Yeshiva University;
Rabbinic Ordination, 1994, RIETS/
Yeshiva University
ERIC BREGMAN

JOHN B. WEFING

Visiting Professor of Law, Spring 2001
A.B., 1964, St. Peter’s College;
J.D., 1967, Catholic University;
LL.M., 1971, New York University
Professor Wefing is the Richard J. Hughes
Professor of Constitutional and Public
Law at Seton Hall University, where he
has taught since 1968. From 1979 to
1982, he was associate dean, and in 1988,
he was acting dean at Seton Hall. Pro
fessor Wefing is the author of several case
books and articles on constitutional
issues and criminal procedure. He has
been of counsel at Waters, McPherson S'
McNeill since 1990 and was an attorney
for the Kearny Planning Board from 1970
to 1989.

Partner, Sive, Paget & Riesel
A. B., 1965, Harvard University; LL.B.,
1968, University of Pennsylvania
M ARK CHERTOK

Partner, Sive, Paget & Riesel
B. A., 1967, State University of New
York at Buffalo; J.D., 1970, Harvard
University
MORRIS E. COHEN

Associate, Levisohn, Lerner, Berger &
Langsam
A.B., 1989, Harvard University;
J.D., 1994, Benjamin N. Cardozo
School of Law/Yeshiva University
ALVIN DEUTSCH

Partner, Deutsch Klagsbrun & Blasband
A.B., 1965, John Hopkins University;
LL.B., 1968, Yale University

FRANK DIGIGLIO

DAVID KORZENIK

BONNIE NATHAN ORDEN

Vice President, Managing Partner,
Scully Scott, Murphy & Presser
B.S., 1975, Boston College;
J.D., 1982, St. John’s University

Partner, Miller and Korzenik
B.A., 1972, Harvard University;
M.A., 1976, Columbia University;
J.D., 1979, Benjamin N. Cardozo
School of Law/Yeshiva University

Private Practice
B.A., 1978, State University of New
York at Cortland;
J.D., 1981, Hofstra University

JAY P. LEVY-WARREN

Associate, Fross Zelnic Lehrman & Zissu
A. B., 1985, J.D., 1990, Harvard
University

YASSIN EL-AYOUTY

Special Counsel, Spector & Feldman
B.S., 1953, New Jersey State Tbachers
College; M.A., 1954, Rutgers University;
Ph.D., 1966, New York University;
J.D., 1994, Benjamin N. Cardozo
School of Law/Yeshiva University

Special Counsel, Robinson, Silverman,
Pearce, Aronsohn, Berman
B.A., 1972, Yale University;
J.D., 1977, New York University
JEFFREY LEWIS

Counsel, Weil, Gotshal & Manges
A.B., 1980, Georgetown University; J.D.,
1984, Duke University School of Law

Partner, Patterson, Belknap, Webb & 'iyler
B.S.E., 1983, University of Connecticut;
J.D., 1986, Benjamin N. Cardozo
School of Law/Yeshiva University

JANET FINK

ROSALIND LICHTER

Deputy Counsel, NY State Unified Court
System
A. B., 1971, Bryn Mawr College;
J.D., 1974, Georgetown University

The Law Office of Rosalind Lichter
B.A., 1966, Syracuse University;
J.D., 1982, Benjamin N. Cardozo
School of Law/Yeshiva University

DAVID FEHER

HEDY P. FORSPAN

BURTON N. LI PS HIE

The Law Office of Hedy Poliak Forspan
B. A., 1971, Brooklyn College; J.D.,
1990, Benjamin N. Cardozo School of
Law/Yeshiva University

Managing Attorney, Stroock & Stroock
& Lavan
B.S., 1964, LL.B., 1967, Columbia
University

M A R A N D A E. FRITZ

ARTHUR S. LINKER

Partner, Fritz & Miller
B.A., 1979, Rice University;
J.D., 1982, TUlane University

Partner, Rosenman & Colin
A. B., 1968, M.A., 1970, Columbia Uni
versity; J.D., 1974, Harvard University

GARY J. GALPERIN

SUSAN MACKENZIE

Assistant DA and Chief of Special
Projects Bureau, NY County District
Attorney's Office
B.A., 1977, Columbia University;
J.D., 1980, Benjamin N. Cardozo
School of Law/Yeshiva University

Arbitrator and Mediator
B. A., 1969, Smith College;
M.S., 1975, Cornell University;
J.D., 1979, Columbia University

D O N A L D HAWTHORNE

Associate, Paul, Weiss, Rifkind,
Wharton & Garrison
B.A., 1982, Princeton University;
D. Phil., 1988, Oxford University;
J.D., 1991, Yale University
JUSTIN HUGHES

Attorney-Advisor, Patent & Trademark
Office, Department of Commerce
B.A., 1982, Oberlin College;
J.D., 1986, Harvard University
CLIFFORD KIRSCH

Chief Counsel, Variable Products,
Prudential Insurance Company
B.S., 1981, Cornell University;
J.D., 1985, Hofstra University
JAMES KORNBLUH

Coordinator, Midtown Community
Court Dispute Resolution Program
B.A., 1984, Williams College;
J.D., 1993, Benjamin N. Cardozo
School of Law/Yeshiva University

GERTRUD MAINZER

Retired Judge, Family Court of the State
of New York
Abitur, 1933, University of FrankfurtA-Main; M.L.S., 1956, Pratt Institute;
J.D., 1965, New York University

NADINE PARKER

RAYM O ND W. PATTERSON

Director, Alternative Dispute Resolution,
New York City Civilian Complaint
Review Board
B. S., 1969, State University of New
York at Stony Brook;
M.A., 1973, Adelphi University;
J.D., 1996, Benjamin N. Cardozo
School of Law/Yeshiva University
ARNOLD H. PEDOWITZ

Law Offices of Arnold Pedowitz
B.A., 1967, University of Wisconsin;
J.D., 1971, Boston University;
LL.M., 1977, New York University
CURTIS PEW

Partner, Duane, Morris & Heckscher
B.A., 1969, TUlane University; M.P.P.A.,
1970, University of Wisconsin; J.D.,
1978, George Washington University
STANLEY PLESENT

Partner, Squadron, Ellenoff, Plesent &
Sheinfield
B.S.S., 1948, City College of New York;
M.I.A., 1952, J.D., 1952, Columbia
University
SALLY GANONG POPE

Private Practice, Professional Mediator
B.A., 1962, Carnegie-Mellon University;
M.Ed., 1964, Cornell University;
J.D., 1971, University of Michigan

KENNETH MCCALLION

Partner, Goodkind Labaton
Rudoff & Sucharow
B.A., 1968, Yale University;
J.D., 1972, Fordham University
ROBERT A. MEISTER

Partner, Piper, Marbury, Rudnick & Wolfe
B.A., 1959, New York University;
L.L.B., 1962, Columbia University
M ICHAEL MILLER

Partner, Fritz & Miller
B.A., 1982, Boston College;
J.D., 1985, Georgetown University

Professor Pope

STANLEY NEUSTADTER

Private Practice
A.B., 1964, TUfts University;
LL.B., 1967, Boston University
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BONNIE RABIN

FRANK J. SCARDILLI

ZACHARY WEISS

Partner, Cohen, Hennessey & Bienstock
B.A., 1981, State University of New
York at New Paltz;
J.D., 1984, Antioch School of Law

Senior Staff Counsel, US Court of
Appeals for the Second Circuit
B.A., 1942, Montclair State College;
LL.B., 1949, Yale University;
LL.M., 1968, New York University

Deputy Bureau Chief, Criminal
Prosecutions Bureau, NY County
District Attorney's Office
A.B., 1978, Sarah Lawrence College;
J.D., 1981, University of Chicago

STEPHEN L. RATNER

Partner, Rosenman & Colin
B.A., 1971, J.D., 1974, Columbia
University
ERIC RAYMAN

Senior Vice President, Publishing
Group, Digital Convergence
A. B., 1973, Harvard University;
J.D., 1977, Columbia University
ROBERT M. ROSH

Associate General Counsel, New York
Life Insurance Co.
B. A., 1982, Clark University; Ph.D., 1986,
State University of New York at Bing
hamton; J.D., 1991, Columbia University

STEPHEN J. SCHULTE

Senior Partner, Schulte Roth & Zabel
B.A., 1960, Brown University;
J.D., 1963, Columbia University
DANIEL SHAPIRO

Private Practice
B.A., 1965, Queens College;
Ph.D., 1975, City University of New York;
J.D., 1978, Brooklyn Law School
SHIRLEY ADELSON SIEGEL

Former Solicitor General for the State of
New York
B.A., 1937, Barnard College;
LL.B., 1941, Yale University

DAVID ROSS

DANIEL SILVERMAN

Mediator, Judicial Arbitration
Mediation Services (JAMS)
B.A., 1986, University of Virginia;
J.D., 1989, New York University;
LL.M., 1993, Columbia University

Ret. Regional Director, National Labor
Relations Board
B.S., 1963, LL.B., 1966, LL.M., 1967,
New York University

MICHAEL ROSS

Vice President and General Counsel,
New School University
A.B., 1968, Fisk University;
J.D., 1971, Harvard University

Partner, LaRossa & Ross
B.A., 1971, Rutgers University;
J.D., 1984, New York University

GREGGORY KEITH SPENCE

LUCILLE ROUSSIN

CHARLES J. TEJADA

Private Practice
B.A., 1969, M.A., 1973, Ph.D., 1985,
Columbia University; J.D., 1996,
Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law/
Yeshiva University

Judge, Court of Claims of the State of
New York
B.A., 1970, City University of New York;
J.D., 1973, New York University

LAWRENCE SANDAK

Evan Torgan, Attorneys at Law
B.A., 1977, Fairleigh Dickinson Uni
versity; J.D., 1982, Hofstra University

Partner, Sive, Paget & Riesel
B.A., 1975, Brooklyn College;
J.D., 1978, Brooklyn Law School

EVAN TORGAN

JOHN TSAVARIS

Counsel, Kenyon & Kenyon
B.S., 1973, Pace University;
M.S., 1977, Queens College;
Ph.D., 1981, Columbia University;
J.D., 1987, Fordham University
ANN VLADECK

Partner, Vladeck, Waldman, Elias &
Engelhard
B.A., 1975, University of Pennsylvania;
J.D., 1978, Columbia University
RICHARD WEINBERG

Counsel, New York City Council
B.A., 1967, University of Wisconsin;
M.A., 1972, The New School for Social
Research; J.D., 1974, George Washington
University; LL.M., 1978, New York
University
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DAN IEL M. WEITZ

State ADR Coordinator, New York State
Unified Court System
B.A., 1991, New York University;
J.D., 1996, Benjamin N. Cardozo
School of Law/Yeshiva Unversity
W IL L IA M WIDEN

Partner, Cravath, Swaine & Moore
A. B., 1980, Stanford University;
J.D., 1983, Harvard University
LEON WILDES

Senior Partner, Wildes & Weinberg
B. A., 1954, Yeshiva University;
J.D., 1957, LL.M., 1959, New York
University
PAUL WINIC K

Partner, Thelen Reid & Priest
B.A., 1973, State University of New
York at Buffalo; J.D., 1976, George
Washington University;
LL.M., 1983, TUlane University
A LA N WOLF

Professor of Physics, The Cooper Union
B.S., 1978, State University of New
York at Stony Brook; M.A., 1980, Ph.D.,
1983, University of Tfexas at Austin;
J.D., 1994, Benjamin N. Cardozo
School of Law/Yeshiva University
JOSEPH ZUCKERMAN

Partner, Rosenman & Colin
B.A., 1960, University of Connecticut;
LL.B., 1962, Columbia University

Legal W riting In stru cto rs
DAVID BATTAT

Strategist, Organic, Inc.
A. B., 1991, Harvard University;
J.D., 1994, Columbia University
M AR SH ALL B. BELLOVIN

Partner, Ballon, Stoll, Bader & Nadler
B. A., 1965, University of North
Carolina; J.D., 1968, M.A., 1974,
New York University
RALPH FABRIZIO

Deputy TYial Bureau Chief, NY County
District Attorney's Office
B.S., 1978, Fairfield University; M.S., 1981,
John Jay College of Criminal Justice;
J.D., 1984, St. John's University
JILL I. GROSS

Co-Director, Securities Arbitration
Clinic, Pace Law School
A.B., 1987, Cornell University;
J.D., 1990, Harvard University
ROBERT H A M M E R

Private Practice
A. B., 1961, Brandeis University;
J.D., 1964, Columbia University
JULIE A. INTERDONATO

Associate, Lifshutz, Polland & Hofman
B. A., 1978, Barnard College;
J.D., 1983, New York University
ROBIN H. KAPLAN

Private Practice
B.A., 1991, University of Pennsylvania;
J.D., 1996, Benjamin N. Cardozo
School of Law/Yeshiva University
SCOTT A. KORENBAUM

Associate, Law Offices of Frederick K.
Brewington
B.A., 1984, Connecticut College;
J.D., 1988, Benjamin N. Cardozo
School of Law/Yeshiva University
VICTORIA KUM M ER

Associate, Baer Marks & Upham
B.A., 1982, Cornell University;
J.D., 1992, Benjamin N. Cardozo
School of Law/Yeshiva University
JOHN R. LEWIS

Village Justice, Sleepy Hollow, New York
B.A., 1973, Brandeis University;
J.D., 1977, New York University
BURTON LIPSHIE

Managing Attorney, Stroock &
Stroock & Lavan
B.S., 1964, LL.B., 1967, Columbia
University

JESSICA M A G A L D I

JOEL SHAFFERMAN

Senior Counsel, Organic, Inc.
B.S., 1991, State University of New York
at Albany; J.D., 1995, New York
University

Partner, Robinson Brog Leinwald Reich
Genovese & Gluck
B.A., 1982, J.D., 1985, Hofstra
University

VINCENT O'REILLY

CYNTHIA SHEPS

Assistant Attorney General, Deputy
Chief, Criminal Prosecutions Bureau,
New York State Attorney General's Office
B.A., 1968, J.D., 1971, St. John’s
University

Private Practice
B.A., 1978, Vassar College;
J.D., 1986, Hofstra University

MICHAEL PANTAZAKOS

Editor, Cardozo Studies in Law and
Literature
B.A., 1990, New York University;
J.D., 1994, Benjamin N. Cardozo
School of Law/Yeshiva University
KENNETH PASQUALE

Partner, Stroock & Stroock & Lavan
B.B.A., 1986, Pace University;
J.D., 1990, Brooklyn Law School

OLGA STATZ

Assistant General Counsel, AFS,
International Lead Instructor, American
Language in Context
B.A., 1984, City College of New York;
J.D., 1987, New York University
HADASSAH WEINER

Principal and Associate General
Counsel, KMPG Peat Marwick
A. B., 1968, Douglass College; M.A.,
1970, Ph.D., 1973, Indiana University;
J.D., 1980, University of Pennsylvania

MICHELLE ROTH

DAVID WIRTZ

Senior Associate, Cadwalader,
Wickersham & Taft
B.A., 1991, University of Wisconsin at
Madison; J.D., 1994, Benjamin N.
Cardozo School of Law/Yeshiva
University

Partner, Rains & Pogrebin
B. A., 1969, Johns Hopkins University;
J.D., 1974, Cornell University

JOLIE SCHWELL

Associate, Marulli &Associates
B.A., 1995, University of Vermont;
J.D., 1998, Benjamin N. Cardozo
School of Law/Yeshiva University

LISA ZORNBERG

Assistant United States Attorney, US
Attorney’s Office, Department of Justice,
Southern District of New York
B.A., 1991, J.D., 1994, Harvard
University

Student Resources

The Dr. Lillian and Dr. Rebecca Chutick Law Library is the center of stu
dent and faculty research and is newly expanded to encompass four
floors of the Cardozo building. The library collection emphasizes legal and
interdisciplinary theory, reflecting Cardozo’s curriculum and current faculty
scholarship. It holds in excess of 450,000 books, periodicals, microforms, and
audio and video materials, and maintains an exceptionally comprehensive
reference collection. Resources for computer-assisted legal research, deliv
ered through online services such as LEXIS-NEXIS and Westlaw/Dialog or the
Internet, are readily available. The library is a selective federal depository,
housing Congressional publications, executive agency reports
and documents, and judicial materials.
One special collection, the Louis and Ida Shlansky Family
Foundation Library of Jewish and Israeli Law, focuses on
Israeli law and Jewish secular areas of the law. Extensive cur
rent primary and secondary legal materials published in
Israel are collected. In addition, the library selectively collects
basic Jewish law texts, major Thlmudic commentaries, and
rabbinic responsa. This collection complements the scholar
ship and teaching of Jewish law and, although noncirculating,
serves as an international resource.
The law library offers ample seating at study carrels, tables,
and in conference rooms for group study. The library also
supports the computer labs maintained by the Law School.
The teaching of effective legal research is the focal point
for library services. In addition to small-group instruction and an instruc
tional publication program, the library staff also offers a one-credit course in
advanced legal research. A sample of the library's publications can be viewed
online at http://www.cardozo.yu.edu/library.
The law library is open Sunday through Thursday until midnight; on Fri
day, it closes in the late afternoon (subject to building hours) and is closed
on Saturday.
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The Center for Professional Development at
Cardozo is dedicated to assisting law students in
articulating, developing, and attaining their profes
sional goals. The Center is unique in its approach.
In addition to offering traditional employment
counseling and workshops, it coordinates and
supervises the many co-curricular student activi
ties that hone lawyering skills and build legal expe

mitted to serving the unique goals and attributes of

rience. The Center’s work has been so effective that

every student and providing a quality student-oriented

it has been cited as one of the most extensive and

atmosphere. It includes attorneys who have worked at

innovative career services and professional devel

major national law firms and in general counsel offices of

opment programs in the nation.

Fortune 500 companies, served judicial clerkships, and

The Center’s goal is for every student to gain substan

authored books on nontraditional legal careers. One coun

tive legal experience before graduating. In addition, it assists

selor is dedicated to public interest law opportunities.

alumni in developing satisfy

The staff also offers Myers-Briggs and Campbell self-

ing career options through

assessment tools to aid students in determining their

out their professional lives.

areas of interest.

A wealth of programs, includ

The Center offers a state-of-the-art interviewing facility

ing internships, summer and

that features a mock interview room complete with audio

semester-long externships,

visual capability and allows students on-site access to

fellowships, clinical experiences, judicial internships

employer interviews in a dedicated setting. It maintains

and externships, and public interest opportunities aug

an extensive reference library, provides a data-on-disk

ments the traditional classroom-based curriculum and

service, and publishes information on employment options

allows students to build resumes that give them a com

and opportunities. A national electronic data base fur

petitive edge in the job market. Through such experience,

ther enhances students’ ability to access nationwide job

students can identify areas of interest, establish contacts

listings and broad-based employment data available from

with practicing attorneys, enhance lawyering skills, and

the Center. An in-depth student manual describes the

develop professional maturity, ethical awareness, and self-

Center’s services and provides job-hunting strategies.

confidence.

Throughout the year, the Center hosts panels and

Students are encouraged to begin using the Center

workshops featuring attorneys from a variety of fields to

after November of their first year, following a dynamic

introduce students to the many possibilities available

orientation series that features nationally known speakers.

after graduation in private practice, corporations, public

The professional staff of six full-time counselors is com

interest law, and government service.

Through the Alumni Mentoring Program, the Center matches participating

Cardozo participates in several

second-year students with a Cardozo graduate. Students forge ongoing pro

recruitment events off campus, for

fessional relationships with their mentors, who are a valuable source of support

which the Law School pays students’

during and after law school. These practicing attorneys provide advice and

registration fees. The Northeast Law

guidance on a range of career development issues, including the area of spe

Students Job Fair for minority law

cialization the student is considering. The annual Alumni Roundtable gives

students, held annually in New York

students an additional opportunity to meet informally with alumni to discuss

City, attracts more than 200 employ

practice areas.

ers and 700 students. Each winter,

On-Campus Interviews are just one of many opportunities available to stu

NYU Law School hosts the Public

dents as they begin to seek employment. Representatives from major law firms;

Interest/Public Service Legal Career

public interest organizations; and federal, state, and city agencies nationwide

Symposium, which provides an out

interview students for summer and permanent positions. During the summer,

standing opportunity to learn about

second- and third-year students submit resumes, which are then forwarded

public interest law, meet with prac

to the employers coming to campus that fall. On the basis of these resumes,

ticing attorneys, and develop impor

employers request meetings with students. A lottery is conducted for the

tant contacts. The National Associa

remaining interview times. A spring recruitment initiative brings employers

tion for Public Interest Law holds a

on campus to meet with interested first-, second-, and third-year students.

Public Interest Law Career Fair in

Participating student resumes are sent to employers in certain practice areas

Washington, D.C., in conjunction with

and geographic locations. For students wishing to practice out of the New

the annual law students conference.

York City area, the Center has an outreach program that schedules “On-

The Hispanic National Bar Associ

Campus” interviews in Philadelphia and Washington, D.C. Major law firms,

ation Job Fair, held annually, draws

agencies, and public interest organizations participate.

over 50 legal employers to interview
law students from schools across the
country. The New Hampshire Legal
Job Fair brings together private and
public sector legal employers from
Vermont, Maine, and New Hamp
shire to interview participating stu
dents. At the Patent Law Interview
Program held in Chicago, more than
80 patent law employers, including
major corporations, agencies, and
law firms, meet and interview stu-

5 1

A

dents interested in a career in patent law. Cardozo also
participates in the Cyberlaw Recruitment Program.

Cardozo alumni who decide to pursue a career in public
interest law within three years of graduation may apply

Counselors give students intensive preparation for the

for a grant from the Cardozo Loan Repayment A ssis

interviewing process with videotaped mock interviews,

tance Program to assist with their accumulated educa

assistance with resume preparation and cover letters, and

tional debt.

information about employment trends and opportunities.

Students often receive academic credit for semesterlong internships with judges, government agencies, and
public interest organizations. Additionally, they can apply
for one of the stipends, fellowships, and grants supporting
summer work in qualified public interest/public service
organizations.
Cardozo Public Interest Summer Stipend Program

financially supports first- and second-year students in
traditionally uncompensated summer internships work
ing with such underrepresented groups as the elderly,
the homeless, recent immigrants, and juveniles. Cardozo
students work at organizations such as the American Civil
PUBLIC INTEREST OPPORTUNITIES Cardozo students

interested in pursuing a career in public interest law will
find a full-time counselor assigned to that practice area.
They can readily obtain information about career
options and positions in the public sector, as well as
assistance with internships, summer employment, and
volunteer legal work, at one of the hundreds of not-forprofit organizations located in the New York area. Many
Cardozo students also use PSLawNet, a program that helps
law students find placements in public interest work at
civil rights organizations, district attorneys' and public
defenders’ offices, not-for-profit organizations, and regu
latory agencies, as well as in private firms working on
pro bono cases.

Liberties Union, American Indian Law Alliance, The
Authors' Guild, Center for Immigrants’ Rights, National
Senior Citizens Law Center, Harlem Neighborhood
Defenders Office, Federal Defender of San Diego, New
York City Department of Consumer Affairs, Legal Aid
Society, Prisoners’ Rights Project, US Attorney’s Office,
Victim Services, and Volunteer Lawyers for the Arts.
Samuel and R onnie H eym an Fellowships in Cor
porate Governance are offered to students holding intern

ships in the area of business regulation at such places as the
Commodity Futures Tfading Commission, National Associa
tion of Securities Dealers, New York Stock Exchange, State
of New York and City of New York Departments of Law, US
Department of Commerce, US Department of Labor, the
Federal Trade Commission, and the US Securities and Ex
change Commission in both New York and Washington, D.C.

Telford Taylor Fellow

Shanghai International Economic Ttade Law Office in

sh ips are available for

China, and the Jamaica Council for Human Rights.

summer internships in

Students who spend the summer in domestic or inter

public international law

national internships in media, publishing, communications,

and international human

or entertainment law are eligible for fellowships through

rights, with preference

the Howard M. Squadron Program in Law, Media and

given to positions in those

Society. Among the organizations where students have

not-for-profit organizations

worked are the International Institute for Communi

located overseas. In the past, stu

cations in London, Columbia University Institute for

dents have worked with the UN High

Tble-Information in New York, the Moscow branch of the

Commissioner for Refugees in Geneva, Helsinki Watch in

Post-Soviet Media Access Project, and the Center for

Germany, Institute of International Business Law and

Democracy and Ttechnology and the Center for Media

Practice in Paris, the Ministry of Justice in Israel, the

Education, both in Washington, D.C.

Finnish League for Human Rights, the Portuguese Con

Cardozo students also are eligible for grants through

stitutional Court, the Women's Caucus for Gender

the Federal Work/Study Program and the Charles H. Revson

Justice in the International Criminal Court, the

Law Students Public Interest Fellowship Program.

Professor Rudenstine
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CLASS OF 1 9 9 9 E M P L O Y M E N T STATISTICS
TYPE OF EMPLOYMENT AND MEDIAN SALARY

Business 17.5%
Private Practice 55.1%
$90,000

$85,000

\

Government 13.3%
540,000

Public Interest 4.9%

This p ie ch art represents the em ploym ent
d istrib u tio n o f those individuals w ho re po rte d
b o th e m ploym ent a nd jo b status

$39,500

Academic 1.5%
$67,900

Clerkships 3%
$37,250

97.4% of the class (282 of 289 graduates reporting) was employed at a median salary of $78,250.

THE EMPLOYMENT PICTURE The
THE PRIVATE PRACTICE E M P L O Y M E N T PICTURE
FIRM SIZE

solo practitioner

PERCENT

range of employment options open
MEDIAN
SALARY

to Cardozo graduates is as diverse as

NA

the student body itself. Cardozo

1.4%

2-10

15.1

$44,000

graduates enter private practice in

11-25

16.6

50,000

law firms of all sizes and serve in the

26-50

15.9

63,500

51-100

11.7

87,800

101-250

12.4

93,000

251-500

14.5

101,000

12.4

105,000

general counsel’s offices of national
and international corporations. They
serve judicial clerkships nationwide,
with justices in Utah’s Supreme Court

500 +

or with federal judges in Massa
chusetts. They also dedicate them

51% of those reporting employment in private practice (145)

selves to nationally known public

are in firms of 51 or more attorneys.

interest and not-for-profit organiza
tions, handling impact litigation in

Bangor, Maine, or representing the indigent in Washington, D.C. They pursue advanced degrees and serve as district
attorneys, public defenders, and in a host of other state and federal government positions. For those who seek nontraditional legal employment, the Center’s initiatives help Cardozo graduates take permanent positions with busi
ness and new technology start-ups, as sports or entertainment agents, and in a wide array of other exciting ventures.

Cardozo Residence Hall

Cardozo is located on lower Fifth Avenue, in one of New York City's old
est and most exciting neighborhoods, Greenwich Village. At Cardozo’s
doorstep are many famous jazz clubs and music venues, restaurants, a
spectacular farmers’ market, historic architecture, Off-Broadway theaters, and
art movie houses. A high concentration of students from many nearby
schools and universities adds energy and vibrancy to this dynamic and
enriching community. Cardozo is conveniently located halfway between
Midtown and Wall Street, equidistant from the Museum of Modern Art and
Foley Square, Manhattan’s judicial center, putting students at the city’s center
both physically and spiritually.
Cardozo students have easy access to all that
New York’s stimulating and diversified urban
environment has to offer. Here are many of the
largest multinational corporations, most famous
law firms and successful lawyers, finest acade
mic institutions and libraries, and the most varied
entertainment and culture in the world.
A friendly administration and an approach
able faculty significantly contribute to Cardozo's
welcoming and congenial community. The
School couples its open-door policy with a sup
portive attitude that actively encourages students
to participate in shaping the life of the school. The Student Bar Association, the
student newspaper, The Insider, and other student-run organizations provide
some of these opportunities.
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS The Student Bar Association (SBA) is the basic

student governing body. All students belong to it and they elect the SBA pres
ident and vice president. Each class elects SBA representatives. There are
more than 30 student groups and activities at Cardozo, representing the diver
sity of the student body and reflecting a broad spectrum of ideologies, ethnic
and minority affiliations, and career and public concerns. The individual
groups sponsor panels, symposia, art exhibits, and sports and social events.
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A multi

ern and newly renovated 11th floor is

mailed to incoming students in the

faceted renovation, expansion, and up

home to Cardozo’s clinics. The other

summer. It maintains apartment list

grade of Cardozo’s 11-story "vertical

half houses the Center for Pro

ings and publishes a guide to student

campus" is ongoing and when com

fessional Development and the Office

housing to help students unfamiliar

pleted will encompass the library, class

of Admissions. The building also con

with New York City navigate the

rooms, moot court room, lobby, facade,

tains large lecture halls and more in

rental market.

student offices, and infrastructure. In

timate seminar rooms, faculty and

2000, several classrooms were com

administrative offices, and four floors

pletely renovated and feature state-of-

for the law library.

CARDOZO FACILITIES

wired for laptop use. The library grew
another half floor to accommodate
more conference rooms, study areas,
and book stacks. Cardozo is designed
to generate communication between
students and faculty and insure a
friendly atmosphere. The entire build
ing is wheelchair accessible.
The Jacob Burns Moot Court Room,
a fully equipped wood-paneled court
room off the lobby, serves as a lec
ture hall, conference center, and the
site of moot court competitions. A
student lounge containing a gallery
of contemporary art, notice boards
and mail boxes, and cafeteria make
this commodious room a lively hub
for the daily life of a Cardozo student.
The main floor lobby, frequently used
for receptions and informal gatherings,
is also an art gallery that exhibits sev
eral shows a year. One-half of a mod

dozo student body numbers approxi
mately 950 students, with roughly an

the-art communication and multimedia equipment, with each desktop

CARDOZO COMMUNITY The Car

CARDOZO RESIDENCE HALL AND

equal number of men and women,

The Cardozo residence

coming from a broad distribution of

hall is located on an attractive, tree-

undergraduate schools, disciplines,

lined street just one block south of

and interests. While united in acade

the main building. A limited number

mic and professional purpose, the

of studio and one-bedroom apart

students reflect in many ways the

ments—all of which are air condi

diversity found in New York City.

tioned, attractively furnished, and have

Approximately 20% of the students at

a full kitchen—are available for in

Cardozo come from minority groups

coming students. Housing applica

and nearly 20% are returning to school

tions are sent to all admitted students.

after a hiatus. They represent a wide

For students who choose to live

range of ages, economic and family

off-campus, Cardozo’s convenient lo

backgrounds, work experience and

cation, close to all transit lines, makes

educational institutions, and major

it possible for them to live at any price

areas of study.

HOUSING

range, in any of the bor
oughs, or even in New Jersey
and Connecticut, and still have
an easy commute. The Ad
missions Office helps stu
dents find apartments and
publishes a "Roommates
Wanted” newsletter that is
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CARDOZO STUDENTS from the classes of 2000, 2001, 2002 have undergraduate degrees from the following institutions:

Adelphi University
American University
Amherst College
Arizona State University
Bard College
Bates College
Beloit College
Beth Medrash Govoha
Boston College
Boston University
Bowdoin College
Bowling Green State University
Brandeis University
Brown University
Bryn Mawr College
California State University
Fresno
Long Beach
Canisius College
Carleton College
Carnegie Mellon University
Case Western Reserve University
Chung-Ang University (Korea)
City University of New York
Bernard M. Baruch College
Brooklyn College
City College
College of Staten Island
Hunter College
Herbert H. Lehman College
John Jay College
Queens College
Clark University
Clarkson University
Colgate University
College of St. Rose
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College of William and Mary
Columbia College (MO)
Columbia University
Barnard College
Columbia College
School of Engineering and
Applied Science
School of General Studies
Columbus College (GA)
Connecticut College
Cooper Union
Cornell College (IA)
Cornell University
Creighton University
Dartmouth College
DePaul University
Duke University
Eastern Washington University
Eckerd College
Edison College
Elmira College
Emory University
Evergreen State College
EWHA Woman’s University (Korea)
Fairleigh Dickinson University
Five Tbwns College
Florida Atlantic University
Florida International University
Fordham University
Franklin & Marshall College
Fudan University (China)
George Washington University
Georgetown University
Hampshire College
Hampton University
Harvard University

Haverford College
Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Heichal Hatorah
Hobart College
Hofstra University
Hollins College
Hood College
Howard University
Indiana University, Bloomington
Ithaca College
Jackson State University
James Madison University
Japan Woman's University
Jewish Theological Seminary of America
Johns Hopkins University
Kalamazoo College
Kean College
Keio University (Japan)
Kenyon College
Lafayette College
Lebanon Valley College
Lehigh University
Long Island University
Loyola Marymount University
Loyola University, Chicago
Macalester College
Manhattan College
Manhattanville College
Mary Washington College
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
McGill University (Canada)
Meiji University (Japan)
Metropolitan State College
Michigan State University
Monmouth College
Montclair State University
Mount Holyoke College
Muhlenberg College
National Thiwan University
Ner Israel Rabbinical College

New York University
College of Arts & Sciences
Gallatin Division
School of Continuing Education
Stern School of Business
Tisch School for the Arts
North Carolina State University
Northeastern University
Northwestern University
Nova Southeastern University
Oberlin College
Occidental College
Ohio State University
Ohio University
Old Dominion University
Oregon State University
Parsons School of Design
Pennsylvania State University
Pepperdine University
Polytechnic University
Princeton University
Purdue University
Queen’s University (Canada)
Radford University
Randolph-Macon Woman’s College
Reed College
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Rider University
Rollins College
Rutgers University
St. Francis College
St. John Fisher College
St. John’s College (NM)
St. John’s University
St. Joseph's College (IN)
St. Joseph’s University (PA)
St. Louis University
St. Peter’s College
San Diego State University
San Francisco State University
Santa Clara University
School of Visual Arts (NY)
Seoul National University (Korea)
Simmons College
Simon's Rock College of Bard
Skidmore College
Smith College
Southern Connecticut State College
Southern Illinois University
Spelman College
Stanford University
State University of New York
Albany
Binghamton
Buffalo

Empire State
Geneseo
New Paltz
Purchase
Regents Extension
Stony Brook
Stevens Institute of Tbchnology
Swarthmore College
Syracuse University
Thnnenbaum Education Center
Tfemple University
Thomas A. Edison College
Tburo College
Tttnity College
TUfts University
Iblane University
Union College
United States Military Academy
University of Arizona
University of Baltimore
University of Bristol (UK)
University of California
Berkeley
Davis
Irvine
Los Angeles
Riverside
San Diego
Santa Barbara
University of Central Florida
University of Chicago
University of Cincinnati
University of Colorado
University of Connecticut
University of Delaware
University of Denver
University of Detroit
University of Florida
University of Illinois
University of Iowa
University of Kansas
University of London
University of Maryland
University of Massachusetts
University of Miami
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
University of Missouri
University of Nebraska
University of New England
University of New Hampshire
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
University of Oregon
University of Pennsylvania
University of Pittsburgh
University of Rhode Island

University of Richmond
University of Rochester
University of San Diego
University of San Francisco
University of South Alabama
University of South Carolina
University of Southern California
University of Sussex (UK)
University of Tennessee
University of Ttexas, Austin
University of Tbronto
University of Utah
University of Vermont
University of Virginia
University of Washington
University of Wisconsin
Vanderbilt University
Vassar College
Villa Julie College
Virginia Wesleyan College
Wagner College
Warren Wilson College
Warsaw University (Poland)
Washington University
Wayne State University
Wellesley College
Wesleyan University
West Chester University of Pennsylvania
West Virginia University
Whittier College
William Jewell College
Yale University
Yamaguchi University (Japan)
Yeshiva University
Stern College
Yeshiva College
Yeshiva B’nai Torah
Yeshiva Gedola/Thlmudic Research
Center
Yeshivas Bais Yisroel
Yonsei University (Korea)
York University (Canada)

AWARDS AND HONORS

Each year at commence

Charles Ballon Writing Award for the best written

ment, the faculty and Alumni Association recognize

work published outside the Cardozo community.

individual academic and scholarly achievement, as well

Honorable Archie A. Gorfinkel Award for an outstand

as contributions to the growth and vitality of the School.

ing graduate who enters criminal law.

Order o f the Coif Cardozo is the youngest law school to

Jonathan A. Weiss Award for significant work in public

have a chapter of the Order of the Coif, a national legal

interest law.

honor society, which has as its stated purpose "to en

Stanley H. Beckerman Public Interest Advocacy Award

courage excellence in legal education by fostering a spirit

to a student who by virtue of excellent performance in a

of careful study.” The top 10 percent of the graduating

clinic, outstanding personal qualities, and career choice,

class are elected to membership in the Order.

demonstrates the greatest commitment to assisting less

Monrad G. Paulsen Award, named for Cardozo’s found

fortunate persons.

ing dean, for devoted service to the continued vitality of

Dr. Samuel Belkin Award for scholastic achievement

the ideals and purposes of legal education.

coupled with exceptional contributions to the continued
growth and development of the School.
John D. A ppel Service Award for exemplary service to

the student body.
Steven Eric Tiinenbaum Leadership Award for exem

plary service to the Cardozo community.
Jacob Burns Medals to recognize special and unusual

achievements and contributions in a variety of academ
ic or professional activities.
Alum ni A ssociation Scholarships
Louis D. Brandeis Award for the best academic record

Monroe E. Price A lum ni A ssociation Scholarship

over three years.

Lila Yagerman Alum ni Scholarship

Felix Frankfurter Award for outstanding academic

Dr. Samuel Belkin Scholars are research assistants

work, maturity, responsibility, diligence, and judgment.

chosen by faculty members.

Benjamin N. Cardozo Writing Awards for the best

Order o f the Barristers (National Moot Court Honor

note or comment produced for one of the Cardozo law

Society), a national organization that recognizes achieve

journals; for the best written work submitted as a semi

ment in moot court.

nar paper or independent study; and for the best piece of
advocacy writing, civil and criminal.
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ALUMNI More than 6,500 men and women are

graduates of Cardozo. While the largest percentage
live in the metropolitan New York area, Cardozo
alumni live and practice in states throughout the
country. In 2003, Cardozo will celebrate its 25th
commencement and already can boast that more
than 175 graduates have served as law clerks on the Federal District and
Appellate Courts and the highest state
courts; 30 now sit as judges; over 60 are part
ners at major law firms; 100 are corporate
counsels; 50 are senior executives at finan
cial institutions; scores are either appointed
or elected city and state officials; and dozens
have senior positions in public interest law as
district attorneys, public defenders, and US
attorneys. They hold major offices in local
bar associations, and many who have chosen
careers outside of the law are business exec
utives, union leaders, community activists,
art dealers, writers, actors, and professors.
The Cardozo Alumni Leadership Council
enthusiastically supports students through a
mentoring program, participation in admissions activities, placement assis
tance, an annual fund campaign, and scholarships. In addition, the Council
sponsors the annual US Supreme Court group admission and reception in
Washington, D.C. The Office of
Alumni Affairs publishes alumni
directories,

sponsors

networking

events, and hosts social gatherings,
including class reunions and reunions
for graduates of specific student organ
izations and clinics.
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Admission to Cardozo is based on academic achievement, aptitude for the
study of law as indicated by LSAT scores, nonacademic accomplishments,
and character. The school encourages applications from individuals of all
ages, races, religions, and socioeconomic backgrounds. In selecting candidates
for admission, Cardozo seeks to achieve a student body that is committed to
excellence, aspires to leadership in the legal profession, and reflects a diver
sity of backgrounds and ideas.
Cardozo is one of the few law schools in the country that enables students
to begin study three times during the year: January, May, and September.
An application for admission and information about admissions proce
dures and criteria, including those for the Accelerated Entry Program (AEP)
and the Legal Experience Program (LEX), are at the back of this book or are
available from the Office of Admissions at (212) 790-0274.

TUITION AND FEES 2000-01

Tbition (half payable each semester)
per credit fee

$25,133
$1,140

Student activity fee, per semester

$50

Student materials fee, per semester

$50

Registration fee, per semester

$50

Late registration fee

$10

Graduation fee

$75

Students taking six credits or less may pay on a per-credit basis. Students taking
seven or more credits are charged the semester rate. Activity, materials, and
registration fees are payable each semester. Hiition rates for each academic
year are set by the Board of Trustees in the spring and take effect the fol
lowing semester.
TUITION PAYMENT Tuition is payable in full prior to the beginning of each

semester. Outstanding balances are subject to a late payment charge of 1.5% per
month. Payment plans can be arranged with the Office of Student Finances.
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can receive some kind of financial aid for tuition and/or
living expenses. Using a standard national application, a
student’s need is calculated by a uniform system.
Applicants should not wait for acceptance to the Law
School to apply for financial assistance. The Free Appli
cation for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA), indicating the
Title IV code number for Yeshiva University:

002903,

must be completed and submitted to the federal govern
ment. It can be filed on-line at www.fafsa.ed.gov. The
The Office of Student Finances estimates

Need Access Application must also be completed. It can

that for each semester of the 2000-01 year students should

be obtained from the Access Group at (800) 282-1550 or

budget approximately $480 for books, $8,100 for room and

www. accessgroup. org.

EXPENSES

board, and an additional $1,300 for travel and miscella
neous expenses.

These forms should be filed six w eeks prior to the
appropriate deadline. Students submitting these forms
later run the risk of being considered for financial aid

FINANCIAL AID

Cardozo is committed to using its
after those applicants who file forms six weeks prior to

resources to help those students who are admitted to attend.
the deadlines, which are April 15 for fall term, November
A wide range of financial aid is available, including endowed
30 for spring term, and February 28 for summer term.
scholarships, private grants, an institutional loan program,
Students entering in January or May must also submit a
and federal, state, and private supplemental loan programs.
Financial Aid Transcript from the most recently attended
The financial aid program is designed to reduce the finan
post-secondary school. Official awards will be made to
cial impact of a legal education on a student’s resources.
admitted students who submit all required documents in
For the 1999-2000 academic year, more than $4 million
a timely fashion.
was awarded in grants and loans.
The Law School is fortunate in having endowed schol
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SCHOLARSHIP AND GRANT PROGRAMS Among the

arships in place, so that more than $1 million is available

scholarships and grants available are:

annually for need-based grants. In addition, each year

The Cardozo Scholars Program awards full-tuition

some students are awarded funds entirely on the basis of

scholarships to entering students nominated by the Faculty

merit as determined through their application for admis

Committee on Admissions for outstanding academic cre

sion; no additional application is necessary for merit

dentials and a commitment to working in the public sector.

scholarships.

The Dean’s Merit Scholarship is offered to entering

Long-term educational loans are the primary source

students nominated by the Faculty Committee on Admis

of financial assistance. Federal and Cardozo loan pro

sions on the basis of academic credentials and demon

grams insure that virtually every student who needs it

strated potential for success in the legal profession.

The Jacob Burns Scholars Program provides scholarships on the basis of

academic excellence and community leadership. Selected students are des
ignated Jacob Burns Scholars and are awarded partial-tuition scholarships
without regard to financial need.
The David Berg and Family Scholarship provides scholarships to Yeshiva

College graduates who will attend Cardozo. Selection is based on academic
credentials, a recommendation from the pre-law advisor at Yeshiva, and an
interview at Cardozo.
The Ttekla and Sim on A. Bond Fund for the Most Gifted Students gives

awards to students who demonstrate outstanding academic ability upon
completion of their first year at Cardozo.
The Samuel H. and Rachel Golding D istinguished Scholars Program

provides full-tuition awards to exceptional students with outstand
ing academic and career credentials. Candidates are nominated
by the Cardozo Faculty Committee on Admissions and chosen by
a University-wide committee.
The Floersheim er Law and H um anities Fellowship provides

a $5,000 scholarship each year for three years to a competitively
selected student with an advanced degree or significant accom
plishments in literature and other strengths in the humanities.
The H. Bert and Ruth Mack Scholarship, established by Earle I. Mack,

chairman of Cardozo’s board of directors, provides scholarships to entering
students on the basis of academic credentials and demonstrated potential for
success in the legal profession.
The Samuel and R onnie Heym an Scholars Program provides scholar

ships to students interested in pursuing a career in corporate law. Students
selected through a competitive process are admitted as Heyman Scholars
and are awarded $1,500 each year for three years. Interest in corporate law
should be indicated in the applicant’s supplemental statement.
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New York State Tuition A ssistance Program (TAP)

Cardozo Student Loans Institutional loans are made

awards annual need-based grants up to $550 to Cardozo

on the basis of financial need, academic standing, and

students who are legal residents of the state. The amount

availability of funds. While at Cardozo and for six months

of the award is scaled to New York State taxable income,

following graduation, no interest is charged or accrued.

which must be $20,000 or less for graduate students who

The interest rate on these loans of up to $6,000 per aca

are financially dependent on parents or are married and

demic year is currently 5%. They are awarded only to

have tax dependents.

those students who receive Stafford Loans and have a 10-

LOAN PROGRAMS

Nearly 80% of the students at

year repayment period.

Cardozo receive some kind of loan. The bulk of the money

Loan Repayment Assistance Program Recognizing that,

comes from federal loan programs, with additional monies

with few exceptions, public interest jobs pay considerably

awarded by Cardozo/Yeshiva University and private loan

less than those in the private sector, Cardozo established the

funds. The major loan funds are listed below. The Office

Loan Repayment Assistance Program to encourage graduates

of Student Finances can provide information about Law

to consider public interest law. Graduates who choose to

Student Loans, the Law Access Loan Program, Canada

pursue careers in public interest law may apply up to

Student Loans Plan, and others.

three years after receiving a J.D. degree from Cardozo.

Subsidized Federal Stafford Loans Students who demon

WITHDRAWAL AND REFUND POLICY Students who

strate need may borrow up to $8,500 per academic year,

officially withdraw on or before the first day of class are

not exceeding a maximum aggregate Stafford Loan limit of

entitled to a full tuition refund, except for nonrefundable

$65,500, including undergraduate loans. Interest is sub

deposits required of entering students. Fees are not refund

sidized by the federal government while students are at

able. Students withdrawing during the first week of the

Cardozo more than half-time and for six months following

semester with the written approval of the dean and the

graduation. Interest rates during Ten-year repayment

registrar receive a 75% tuition refund; during the second

period are variable and currently are capped at 8.25%.

week a 50% tuition refund, and during the third week a

Unsubsidized Federal Stafford Loans These low-inter

25% tuition refund. No refund is given to a student who

est loans are available to middle-income borrowers for a

withdraws after the third week. When a partial refund is

maximum of $10,000 per academic year. The combined

given, all federal, state, and university aid is canceled and

total of subsidized and unsubsidized Federal Stafford loans

the refund percentage is applied to the amounts actual

cannot exceed $18,500 annually or an aggregate amount

ly paid by the student. Federal government guidelines

of $138,500. Unlike the subsidized loan, interest begins to

require the prorated return of Title IV funds through the

accrue at disbursement. Tfen-year repayment period begins

first 60% period of the semester. All federal and state

six months after graduation or when status drops to less

financial aid will be returned in accordance with federal

than half-time.

and state guidelines. Students should always meet with
the Office of Student Finances before withdrawing.
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CARDOZO AND ITS BUILDERS

H. BERT A N D R U T H M A C K PAVILION

BET TZEDEK LEGAL SERVICES CLINIC

FAY R O TENBER G STUD E N T L O U N G E

JAC OB BUR N S INSTITUTE FOR A D V A N C E D

T A N E N B A U M SQUARE

CENTRAL B U R E A U FOR THE JEWISH A G E D
SCHOLARSHIP F U N D through Bet Tzedek
Legal Services Clinic
ANNIE CHUTICK SCHOLARSHIP FUND,

LEGAL STUDIES

TONKIN LECTURE HALL

JACOB BURNS CENTER FOR ETHICS IN THE

SIDNEY WEISNER LECTURE HALL

established by daughters Dr. Lillian Chutick
and Dr. Rebecca Chutick

PRACTICE OF L A W
J O A N A N D E D W A R D C O H E N SCHOLARSHIP
CENTER FOR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT,
enhanced with a gift by Harvey and Arlene Blau
L E O N A R D A N D BEA DIENER INSTITUTE OF
JEWISH L A W
THE FLOERSHEIMER CENTER FOR
CONSTITUTIONAL D E M O C R A C Y
F O R D FOUNDA T I O N P R O G R A M IN INTER
NATIONAL L A W A N D H U M A N RIGHTS
S A M U E L A N D RONNIE H E Y M A N CENTER O N
CORPORATE G O V E R N A N C E
CARL C. ICAHN F O U N D A T I O N INSTITUTE FOR
CHILD PROTECTION
KUKIN P R O G R A M FOR CONFLICT RESOLUTION
ROMIE SHAPIRO P R O G R A M IN INTERNATIONAL
L A W A N D H U M A N RIGHTS

CHAIRS

BETTY EISENSTADT SCHOLARSHIP

DR. S A M U E L BELKIN CHAIR IN L A W A N D
SOCIETY
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W A L T E R FLOERSHEIMER CHAIR IN
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FRIENDS OF C A R D O Z O F U N D
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Reading Area
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Alexander Foundation

Library Automation Enhancement
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and other members of the Cardozo Board
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BENJAMIN N. C A R D O Z O S C H O O L OF L A W

man, Y U Board of Trustees; Jacob Burns,
then-chairman, Cardozo Board of Directors;

H. BERT A N D RUTH M A C K E N D O W E D
DISCRETIONARY F U N D

LILY IRIS SHERIZEN M E M O R I A L
SCHOLARSHIP F U N D
H E R M A N J. STICH SCHOLARSHIP F U N D
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JOSEPH A N D FAYE T A N E N B A U M

Marion S. and Bernard H.

A b r a h a m Chutick

SCHOLARSHIP F U N D

Barnett

Annie Chutick

STEVEN ERIC T A N E N B A U M

Lore and Harry Bauer

Dr. Lillian Chutick

M E M O R I A L SCHOLARSHIP

Bear, Stearns & Co. Inc.

M a x Chutick

Joan and Shael Bellows

Dr. Rebecca Chutick

Robert M. Beren

A m y Scheuer Cohen

David Berg

Joan and Edward Cohen

Bruce and Barbara Berger

Dr. Maurice and Sondra Cohen

M E M O R I A L SCHOLARSHIP F U N D

Lee and David Bergner

Stephen and Jeanette Cohen

JUDGE J. SKELLY W R I G H T

Louis Berkowitz

I. Jeffrey and Suzanne L. Corbin

SCHOLARSHIP F U N D

Yetta Berman

Beatrice Ernst Daffner

HERBERT A N D FLORENCE TENZER
UNIVERSITY FELLOWSHIPS
URIS BROTHERS FO U N D A T I O N
SCHOLARSHIP
ESTHER A N D JULIUS V A N GELDER

Horace W . Goldsmith
Foundation
Louise and Nathan Goldsmith
M a x Goldstein
Lee and Albert Goodstein
The David Goodstein Family
Foundation
Edward S. G ordon Co., Inc.
Harry Green
Lynne and Paul T. Greene
Kathryn and Alan C. Greenberg
Paul Greenblatt

DR. BRUCE A N D PHYLLIS Y O U N G

The Richard and Amelia

Estate of Sadie and Joseph

SCHOLARSHIP

Bernstein Foundation

Danciger

DAVID H. Z Y S M A N SCHOLARSHIP

Halina and Samson Bitensky

Leonard and Beatrice Diener

Debra and Leon Black

Foundation

A b r a h a m S. Guterman

Arlene and Harvey R. Blau

August A. and Donald A. DiRenzo

William S. and Pearl Hack

Marjorie Diener Blenden

Melvyn and Mitzi Dobrin

Theodore P. Halperin

BMI

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Domnitch

Susan U. Halperin

Tekla and Simon Bond in m e m o r y

Henry and Mala Dorfman

H a u s m a n Belding Foundation

of Cyvia and M o s h e Bezalel

Drexel B u r n h a m Lambert

Nancy R. Heller

Baumblat

Incorporated

Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Hendeles

Blume and Samuel Borenstein

Joseph and Dorothy Drexler

Doreen and David B. Hermelin

Estate of Ho w a r d H. Born

A b r a h a m and Esther Eisenstat

Annette H e y m a n Foundation

FUND

CARDOZO FELLOWS
Sanford E. Abelson
Morris G. A d a m s
Claire and Cliff Adelson
Dr. Joseph A. and Mrs. Rachel
Ades
The Joseph Alexander
Foundation
Bertha and Richard Alexander
Foundation

Celia Chutick Greenwald
Mr. and Mrs. Allen J. G r u b m a n

Dr. Jules and Joan Brodsky

Mrs. Benjamin Eisenstadt

Samuel J. and Ronnie F. H e y m a n

Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Bronfman, Jr.

Samuel M. Eisenstat

Alissa and Shimmie Horn

Etra and Etra

The Horn Family

Dr. Melvin and Mrs. Carol A n n

Jack Horn

The Philip and Barbara Altheim

Dr. Richard M. and Mrs. Sharon

Foundation

Brown

Anonymous

Milton Burger

Feiler

Anonymous

Mr. and Mrs. George Burns

Louise and Fred Feldman

Anonymous

Jacob Burns

The Eugene and Estelle Ferkauf

Florence and Joseph Appl e m a n

Jacob Burns Foundation

Foundation

Jacob and Gertrude Arronson

Paula and Jacob Burns

Estate of Leon Finley

Icahn Family Foundation
Integrated Resources

Foundation

Dr. Rosalie A. Burns and Dr.

Dr. Stephen H. Floersheimer

Allen J. Ash

Herbert I. Goldberg

The Leo and Julia Forchheimer

David J. and Stephanie Azrieli

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Carmel

Foundation

Adele Bacon

James Cayne

The Ford Foundation

Gertrude and Lou Bacon
Marvin Bacon
Sanford Bacon
Harriet and Charles Ballon
Foundation

Central Bureau for the Jewish

Forest Datacome Services

Aged

Hirsh Freed

E. Billi Ivry
Eugene and Ronnie Isenberg
The Nathan P. Jacobs Foundation
Estate of Pauline Perlmutter
Jarett
Emilio Azcarraga Jean
Jesselson Family
JISA Associates
A. B. Joffe

Leona and Marcy Chanin

Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver &

Leon H. Charney

Jacobson Fund, Inc.

Mr. and Mrs. H. Jerome Joseph

Chase Manhattan Bank

Lester and Ruth Friedman

Eva Kahn

Friends of Cardozo

Dr. H e r m a n George Kaiser and

The Frisch Foundation
Alfred M. Frisch
Melvin J. Furst
Violet and Gerald Furst

Kate Kaiser
Peter S. Kalikow Foundation, Inc.
Richard and Susan Katcher
Mr. Mordecai D. and
Dr. M o n i q u e C. Katz

G A F Corporation
Mr. Gerald and Dr. Carol
Arthur E. Garmaize

Professor Lipshie
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Kaufman

Joseph G. G a u m o n t

Kaye, Scholer, Fierman, Hays &

H e r m a n Glickman

Handler, LLP

Arthur and Ronnie Goldberg

Edward and Lucille Kimmel

Lydia and Peter Goldring

The Calvin Klein Foundation

Jesse Perlmutter

Stephen and W e n d y Siegel

Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin, Krim

Marty Silverman

and Ballon
Dr. Martin and Mrs. Harriet

Herbert and Arlene Slavin
Saul David Sobel E n d o w e d

Popowitz

Family Fund

Rosalind D e utchman Posner

The Sheldon H. Solow

Beatrice Potter

Foundation

William E. Rabb

Muriel Martin Springfield

R a m a p o Trust, Brookdale

Joseph F. Stein Foundation Inc.

Foundation
Sidney 0. and Selma Raphael

Ghity and M a x Stern
Irvin Stern Foundation

Foundation
Simha and Stanley E. Stern
Mrs. Ida Itzkowitz Rhodes
Estate of H e r m a n J. Stich
Pearl and Harry B. Richard
Frieda and M a x Stollman
Hon. Steven D. Robinson
Phillip Stollman
S a m m i and George Rohr
Joseph and G wendolyn Straus
Rita and Philip Rosen
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Subotnick
Minnie and Charles Rosenberg
Estate of Joseph T a n e n b a u m
Irwin M. Rosenthal
Hon. Herbert and
Lawrence and Selma Ruben

Florence Tenzer

Hon. Milton Samorodin

Tenzer Greenblatt LLP
Joseph Tonkin

Frederick A. Kleinberg

Tami and Fredric Mack

Michael Saperstein

Roberta and Robert Koeppel

MacMillan Foundation

Gloria and Saul Sapper

Edward Traurig

William W. Koeppel

Ruth and Bernard L. Madoff

Mr. and Mrs. Albert T. Schattner

Col. M a x R. Traurig

Estate of Tobias Scher

John Trubin

Charles A. Koppelman
Kornfeld Foundation
Stephen and Louise Kornfeld

Gela, Leon and Michael H.
Maneli Foundation

S. H. and Helen R. Scheuer
Estate of Adele P. Mayer

Isaac H. Tuttle Fund

Family Foundation
Uris Brothers Foundation

Mrs. Doris Kornreich

Estate of Ernest J. Mayer

Barbara and Jeffrey Schlein

Erna and Louis Kramer

Ceil and Joseph Mazer

Helen and Irving Schneider

Foundation

Mr. and Mrs. Walter S. Kramer

M e a d Data Central Inc.

Mr. and Mrs. Irving

Dr. Samuel D. Waksal

Adolphe and Diane Krejtman

Rev. and Mrs. Ely Meltzer

Schottenstein

Doris and Dr. Ira Kukin

Mr. and Mrs. Irwin S. Meltzer

Mr. and Mrs. Melvin

Kukin Foundation

A n d r e w J. Merin and N o r m a n

Esther and Julius Van Gelder

Mr. and Mrs. Alan G. Weiler

B. Baker

Schottenstein
Henry L. Schwartz

Mr. and Mrs. Eugene M. Lang
Ursula and H e r m a n n Merkin

Irene and David Schwartz

Milberg Weiss Bershad Hynes

Sheryl and Barry K. Schwartz

H. T h o m a s and Evelyn Langbert
Senator Frank R. Lautenberg
Daniel and Elsie Laven
Lax & Noll
H o w a r d Lazar
T h o m a s H. Lee and A n n G.

& Lerach

Stephen L. Schwartz

Cheryl and Michael Minikes

The Beatrice and Samuel A.

Jeffrey Scott Levy
Estate of Sally Nemerover

Claudia and Arthur Mirante II

Seaver Foundation

Bernard S. Neistein

Joni and Christopher A.

The Wilf Family Foundation
Mrs. Judy Wilf

Seeger '90

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wilpon

Seeger Weiss LLP

Siggi B. Wilzig

Aging

David Seltzer

N o r m a n and Rosita Winston

Sidney L. and Miriam K. Olson

Jonathan Serko

The O p e n Society Institute

Blanche and Romie Shapiro

The Overbrook Foundation

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert L. Shapiro

N e w s Corporation Foundation

Foundation, Inc.
Benjamin W u n s c h
Rose Yavarkovsky and Ira
Yavarkovsky

Lippner
Arthur Pascal

Shea & Gould Charitable Trust

M o n r a d G. Paulsen

Mary and William A. Shea

Young

Martin and Doris Payson

Sheila and Michael Sherman

Zekelman Family

Dr. Bruce K. and Mrs. Phyllis

Ambassador John L. Loeb, Jr.
Jeffrey and Sivia Loria
Carol and Earle I. M a c k
T h o m a s W. Pearlman
Phyllis and William L. Ma ck
Arnold S. Penner
Ruth and H. Bert Mack
Mrs. Madeline Peress
Sondra and David Mack

M. and B. Weiss Family

Leon and Ruth Wildes

N e w York City Department of
Hirschell and Deanna Levine

Estate of Sidney Weisner
Debra and Stephen Weiss '90

Foundation, Inc.

Tenenbaum
Ethel and Samuel J. LeFrak

Hon. Jack B. Weinstein

and Family
Jay and Selig Zises
Louis Shlansky
Dr. Jonathan Zizmor
Sylvia and Major M a x L. Shulman
David H. Zysman
Shira Siegal
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BENJAMIN N. CARDOZO SCHOOL OF LAW/YESHIVA UNIVERSITY
2000-2001 ACADEMIC CALENDAR
FALL 2000
Tuition Payments Due

SPRING 2001 continued
Friday, August 4

Presidents’ Day

Monday, February 19

N o Classes
LLM Orientation

Monday, August 21

1L Orientation

Thursday, August 24

1L and Intern'l LLM

Friday, August 25

Classes Begin

Withdrawal Period Ends

Friday, March 2

Purim/No Classes

Friday, March 9

Passover Break

April 9 - 1 3

N o Classes
Classes Begin/

Monday, August 28

Late Registration

January AEP Exams

M o n d a y - Friday,
May 3 - 7

Add/Drop Period Begins

Tuesday, August 29

Labor Day

Monday, September 4

Last Day of Classes

Thursday, M a y 3

all but Jan. AEP Students

No Classes
Add/Drop Period Ends

Wednesday, September 6

Rosh Hashanah

Sunday, October 1

Withdrawal Period Ends

Friday, October 6

Y o m Kippur

Monday, October 9

No Classes

May 7-18

Commencement

Sunday, June 10

(tentative)

SUMMER 2001 (te n ta tiv e )
M a y AEP Begins

Thanksgiving Break

Thursday - Friday,

No classes

November 23 - 24

Last Day of Classes

Thursday, December 7

Exam Period

December 11-21

SPRING 2001
Intensive Trial Advocacy

Exam Period

Monday, M a y 7

Shavuot/Memorial Day

Monday-Tuesday

N o Classes

M a y 28 - 29

Independence Day

Wednesday, July 4

N o Classes
Last Day of Class

Friday, August 3

Exam Period

Tuesday-Thursday
August 7 - 9

January 2 - 1 6

Program (ITAP)
Tuition Payments Due

Thursday, January 4

January AEP Begins

Monday, January 8

Martin Luther King, Jr., Day

Monday, January 15

2001-2002 ACADEMIC CALENDAR
Classes Begin

No Classes
Classes Begin

Wednesday,

Late Registration

January 17

Add/Drop Period Begins

Thursday, January 18

Add/Drop Period Ends

Thursday, January 25

Last Day to Apply for

Friday, January 26

June 2001 Graduation

72

(tentative)

Monday, August 27
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BROOKDALE CENTER
RUTH AND H BERT MACK PAVILION

BENJAMIN N CARDOZO
SCHOOL OF I.AW
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BENJAMIN N. CARDOZO SCHOOL OF LAW
JACOB BURNS INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED LEGAL STUDIES
YESHIVA UNIVERSITY
Brookdale C enter
55 Fifth Avenue
N e w York, N e w York

10003-4391
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